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F·UNDS CRISIS
PROMPTS MARCH

· The Rocky Flats Nuclear, Weapons Plant in Colorado. Dr. Carl Johnson spoke this
morning on the potentially devastating health effects a/plutonium exposure in humans.
- Next week: a look at what Johnson says--and/ears--about nuc!earpower.

,81 LEGISLATURE

I

Dependent
Children.
Because Federal
matching funds to the program have been
cut; despite Idaho's maintenance of last
year's budget, the average payment will
drop around $40 per month.
ADC is a sensitive issue because of itsfocus on the children involved in welfare
situations.
, A North Idaho religious group found its
attack on teaching the theoryof evolution
in public schools quashed for the second
year in a row. The House .Education
Committee last week refused to introduce
their bill calling for the termination of"
teaching the evolutionary theory of man's
origin, which contradicts
the religious
beliefs of many children.
Last year the group was unsuccessful in
requiring that the biblical origin Of man be
taught as well as the Darwinian theory.
On -the lighter side, Senate' majority
leader Jim Risch has introduced a bill that
seems destined to avoid any controversy.
The senator's Bill's purpose is to define
daylight as the period between sunrise and
sunset. Any argument?
....

LAURIE JOHNSTON
'Parking finally took second place to
-politics this week as two separate .hearings
: focus on perhaps the hottest issue of the
i legislative session.
_.
• Proponents ,of the controversial right to
work bill met Monday' night in the
; Statehouse gold room to present their
; arguments while optimistic opponents have
,i securedthe
Boise State .Gymnasium for
their Friday night hearing. Groans from the
: basement mail room of the Statehouse to
:the] third floor Legislative chambers
! measure the barrage of propaganda, pro
and con, which characterizes the weight of
this, issue.
.The bill has a better chance of passing, in
:this: year's heavily republican legislature,
jt!tap it did in 1977, though a possible
.Governor's veto ,waits in the wings.
· IiI a year when across the board cuts
'seem inevitable to make the revenues fit the
budgets, the joint finance and appropria.tion committee stiUdrew
flak when it
:refused to increase the funding for Aid to

I

ASBPRESIDENTIAL
DARREL
I "We can change the world; rearrange
Iworld, it's dying."
, Crosby, Stills, Nash, and young
Four Way Street
"
I

the

; It's time many of us who ,have become
cynical, defeated, absorbed in forging our
o!ND perscnal lives wilen life in the greater
WOrld outside came to seem impossible to
j niove in any constructive way, got out our
,ofd ideals from whatever closet shelf we've
drefullY tucked them away on, and dusted
t~i:moff for another round. In runningfor
AiSB President,l am asking each of you to
jQin me in the pursuit of a common
goal-than of making BSU the best possible
institution it can be, which would be an
institution which serves the' students of
Boise State" in the fullest sense. To
accomplish this, we nee,d td participate to

I
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·,HOPEFULS,SPEAK
E'RIC

HAMMON

ANDERSON

To payor not to pay in-state tuition is the
'Hello, I am Eric Anderson, a candidate
big issue facing BSU ... or is it? Increased
for student body president. The desire of
tuition almost ' seems inevitable but the
students for high-quality, low-costeducamanner in which it is distributed is the basic
tion is why I' am a candidate. As your
issue.,
'president, three of my goals will be;
, In times passed, tuition has been
1. Prevent in-state tuition added to
"Re-distributed"
quite unfairly, 'especially
increasing fees. '
,those monies paid by BSUstudents~ Per
2. Cutting' the cost of student governcapita, students at other Idaho colleges and
rment's $235,000 budget.
universities have been receiving more than
. 3. Recommending
the administration
received by us at BSU. We, students should
'improve the food service contract for the
demand parity .. That is dollar for dollar,
benefit of the students.
'
each student attending any in-state college
In-state tuition on top of increasing fees
or university should receive equal amounts. '\ 'will price many -students 'out of an
If we pay an extra $50, let that money-education.
As an individual,
I have
remain here for our benefit and the, $50 a
collected over 2,000 signatures against'
'student pays at Idaho, State or Lewis and
in-state tuition. As your president ,1willdo
Clarkremainthere,
This program is only
more.
_ ,"
".
.fair. SUrely, the 3/5 compromise has been
Th~ $235,09~,bud~etofstud~nt
eradicated from .0ur',laW books.(BSU
. .govemment is alotofmoney.
Have we got'
continued
page 5 !
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KENT DuNN

I have remained inconspicuous in this
campaign for very good reasons. I don't
have much money to operate with because I
haven't been asking people for money, and
I'm being very careful with my own. I feel
asking for money is a- big turn-off and
• somewhat rude. Students have already been
: asked to pay for too much on this campus.
I've learned to budget my money in six
years of college, and if I'm elected, I
.promise.I'll be as careful with your money
as I am with my own." '
,'
; .1 would like to work closely with Sally
-! Thomas andwith the people in the Business
, Department. I would make myself readily
available ito you,the
student, because I
think your input is invaluable.
Some of the upcoming
issues are
extremely complex, and we need to research
theSeqiiClStion~ tborous!!JY before commit"
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ACTION NOW

university itself;
person I'd like to have asa patient.
• served. as .part of the' negotiation team
Welfare has helped me achieve my goal
which successfully changed the schedule
The time is past for just talking; The time
of becoming a nurse and I'll be happy to be
so more SAGA generated dollars stay on
. has come for action. Actions do. speak
a taxpayer instead of recipient after, I
campus;
louder than words.
graduate this spring.
• rewrote the athletic events ticket policy to
The last fee increase of $50 was
Thanks for a good story.
allow every full-time student a fair
supported by our student government. The .
Beverly Nichol
chance to get a seat for the games;
student government at ISU is fighting that I~-:"",_....:..._Se
__n_at_o_·r_;
S_c-:-h_O_O_I-:-o_f~H_ea~l-:-th_Sc_i~e-::nce~
• placed over 250 students on committees
fee increase. BSU has refused to support .
where, everyday, decisions are made
that effort. Is that action or lack of action?
.
,
which affect the education of every
The issue of in-state tuition on top of fees
Anyone who would serve this country
student on campus;
is being talked about. Let's look at the
during another war would have to be a fool
• gave major financial support to the
record. BSU Student Government had a
after the way Viet Nam Veterans were
student radio "station and the student
petition drive. They collected no more than
mistreated by the people of this country on
newspaper I;
600 names. Source! You would have to ask
their. arrival home. I am attending BSU
• supported construction of the Morrison
the ASB Secretary. Eric Anderson and his
and in no way have our benefits kept up
Center which, at no cost to students, will
friends collected over 2,000 names. Source,
with the cost of living, but what really hurts
provide yastlyimproved
music and
Radio, TV, The St at esmin , and UP Wire . is the treatment the hostages received, as if
theatre department facilities plus bring
Service. Where is the action and where is
they were all heros. I am glad they all gotcountless scholarship
dollars to the
the lack of action?
home safely but nobody paid billions of
camPJIS;
Our students government has a $235,000
dollars to get us vets out of Viet Nam. If
• initiated investigation into placing a
budget. Have we got our dollars worth?
that's how our government
and the
student on the state board of education,
The time has passed for just talking. The
American people treat Veterans, all I can
into' credit transfers among Idaho's
time has come for action.
say is anyone who would serve this country
universities, into health insurance coverduring wartime is a fool.
age for part-time students, into voluntary
Eric Anderson
When I heard God Bless America in
health insurance fees, into a policy which
church last weekend I felt a twinge of
limits the amounts fees can raise in any
contempt towards' this typically patriotic
given
year and which limits the total that
song.
When
I
was
a
child
I
was
proud
to
be
Meg Fereday's story on the Welfare
students can be charged. Some of these
Mother's plightll!s excellent! Some points I an American, but I'm sorry to say I really
investigations will be completed this
don't fee! that way anymore.
that BSU students might not know that
year and policy changes. will be recom.
Viet
Nam
Era
Veteran
were not included are:
mended or made;
Many welfare mothers are students, how
• underwrote SPB films, concerts, and
many is a confidential number but I know
lectures; Black History Week; Theatre
more than a dozen. All that I'm aquainted
Arts presentations; tutorial services:
with are very strongly career-directed and
.J. - -.a. - -----.
intra-mural
and club sports--judo,
can hardly wait to get a job that will allow
WHY ASBSU?
rodeo, soccer, etc.: legal services for
them to get off ADC roles.
students; National Student Exchange;
The welfare mother who receives food
In part, ASBSU this academic year
organizations'
activities, speakers and
stamps is subjected to rude comments in the
• kept track of the Pavilion plans to
trips; and much more.
grocery check-out line. I'm usually silent
be sure that student needs and wants such
In short, ASBSU provides a place for
out last week after hours in class and my
as the day care center, handball courts,
students to participate in the governing of
clinical lab at the hospital I turned to the
club offices, and access to recreation
this campus. .
If
lady behind me who made a sarcastic
facilities survived the cost cutting;
statement and said, "These food stamps
• wrote and got passed a policy whereby
you are not familiar or satisfied with the
allow my children to have food while l-go
for the first time the state board must
benefits of your student government,
to Nursing School.
I hope when I get
directly notify students about impending
contact your school senator through the
through and become a Registered Nurse I
fee increases;
ASBSU offices. Call 385-1440 to get the
get to repay your compassion
and
e : encouraged the BSU administration
to
name of your representative or to leave a
understanding. "
devote a full page of next year's catamessage or' to set an appointment.
The legislator who said Welfare Mothers
logueto available internships and to add
Sally Thomas
sit in bars with their boyfriends is another
more internships for students within the
President, ASBSU
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I

the fullest degree in the workings of this
institution. That includes active participation in : student
government,
strong
lobbying of the Legislature and State Board
of Education, and student participation in
research
grants
designed
to gather
information
on issues of concern' to
students.
1 believe most of the Legislators know
that most students do not want in-state
tuition. But we must supply them with a
viable alternative for what we DO want and
are willing to support. One such alternative
is an increase in the State Sales Tax coupled
with assurances that revenue generated
would be earmarked for higher education.
Rather than see ASB and the many
services it provides abolished, such as the
Student Health Center, low-cost health
insurance,
the only educational
noncommercial public radio station in the
state-KBSU, the award-winning University
News.rand the Student Programs Board, I
prefer to see ASB expand by finding
alternative sources' of generating 'its own
increased revenues. Ways of doing- this,
include instituting the sale of beer and wine
at sports events and in a pub on campus,
the leasing of refrigerators by ASB to
dormitory residents, and acquiring' grant

'N

,

f W .5

funding for student research projects.
Armed with credible
research
facts
generated through such projects, students
would be in, a position of strength from'
which to influence State and University:
policies. ,

,HMtlMON
student' is 3/5 of an ISU or an 'LCSC
student.)
I have an alternative program which will
complement our desires and attitudes' at
,J;lSU. We have already discussed what'
increases we might be faced with, but let us
consider what we are paying now. Each
semester we pay fees to support ASBSU"
The Health Center, Insurance, Athletics.;
As costs escalate, many students contemplate the necessity of these programs in
regard. to getting an education. Why not
cause these programs to be voluntary. Let
each of us decide what is best for us.
You wonder how the administration will
keep track of which, what, who and for
how much? Well, a new Photo ID system is
, being introduced. A photo ID will replace
t-he present "headache" of being required
to present both a current BSU activity card
and a form of photo ID (i.e. Driver's
License) instead of receiving a new activity
card each semester, students will be sent a'
receipt in form of a color coded sticker they
could affix to the designated spot on the
photo ID card.

"

I have allowed for nine (9) designated
spots for receipt stickers:
I)ASBSU,
2)Athletic Pass, 3)Health Center, 4)lnsurance, 5)General Fee receipt stickers and
four extra spots for future requirements. (
Each of these programs would be voluntary
and paid for at the same time students send
in their checks for regular fees.
. This card will provide a number of,
services and greatly reduce the confusion
the present system generates.
LET'S HAVE SOLUTIONS
NOT
EXCUSES!

ANDERSON
our $16.50 per semester's worth? Do you
remember the' pavilion?
Do you know
thereis now no guarantee we won't have to
pay the maintenance cost of the proposed
Morrison Center? Maybe we haven't got
our money's worth.
As your president, I plan to cut the
budget and improve the service. The first
cut will be a 20 percent cut in the pay of all
members of student government including
the president.
The word limit on this article won't allow
a full explanation, but I recommend that
on-campus students should pay only for the
meals they eat and not the ones they miss.
Also, we have a great Vo-Tech culinary
school that could, in the future, assume the
food service contract.
It's time we got our money's worth!

'

.

.'

D,UNN
dng •ourselves to any flnaI decisions.
In-state tuition is certainly on everyone's
mind. I~ appears that the students in Boise,
Pocatello and Moscow are being asked to
pay extra just to keep Lewis and Clark
State College open. Is this a good idea? I
don't think so ...
I'm looking for any opportunity to help
keep the budget controlled and for ways to
return any surplus to the general operating
fund. If these sound like the words of
someone you could vote for, remember my
name, KENT DUNN, the number one
choice on your presidential ballot. Who
says commuters don't care about Boise
State University? I care! Give me the
chance and I'll prove it to you ...

, The fifth candidate
for ASBSU
President, Mike Mead, didn't have time to
write a statement of his philosophy for this
week's issue of The News.
Mead's
statement will be run next week.'
All five candidates will face each other in
the primary elections which will be held on
Wednesday, February 25 and Thursday,
February ,,26. That primary election will
also determine the candidates for ASBSU
vice-president and senate races.
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controversial book on the
Supreme Court yet written.
The.year' s best political
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HostAGES
It was only a few weeks ago that the hostages returned home in a blaze of patriotism and
pageantry. The entire country was elated over the hostage's safe return and we expressed
almost universal concern over the health (mental and physical) of the returned Americans.
President Reagan himself spoke of the personal problems faced by the hostages after their
ordeal, and said that they 11~ to be treated with-understanding in order to readjust to a life
of freedom.
.
It is peculiar then, that right on top of the out-pouring of sympathy for the hostages a
Marine Corps court could find ex-prisoner-of-war Robert Garwood guilty of collaborating
with the enemy while a prisoner, a charge that could bring him a life sentence. Garwood was
19-years old when he was captured by the North Vietnamese and he spent the next fourteen
years of his life in prisoner-of-war-camps under conditions far worse than those faced by the
hostages, Garwood's captors weren't students (although at age 19 student, not soldier,
probably should have been Garwood's profession), andhis capture didn't rate a nightly
installment-of ABC News or paper flags in the local newspaper; even so, Garwood should be
entitled to the same understanding given to the hostages who spent some 400 days in Iranian
captivity.
Certainly Garwood may have collaborated with the Vietnamese, but 14 of the best years
of a human being's life seem to create mitigating circumstances that would account for
less-than-meritorious-behavior.
Robert Garwood wasn't a professional soldier, he was a kid
in a Marine suit, and punishing him for not acting like a professional should is preposterous.
Garwood is just another victim of the war we would like to forger-just like the generation of
Vietnam veterans who suffer high rates of suicide, drug addiction, arid divorce are victims
of that war-who will be quitely forgotten by a nation interested in thinking. about more
pleasant things, like hostages coming home, Only one thing stands in Garwood's favor, if he
gets life in prison he will be more than adequately prepared for it by the fourteen years he
spent in Vietnam.
.
DON BARCLAY

I

I

THE INNOCENT BYSTAND,ER

THE FORGOTTENAMERICANS
If the kiddies will kindly tum to the financial pages, we grown-ups can discuss a subject
so fraught with social significance that we must temporarily, if reluctantly, cast aside the last
modicum of decorum.
I speak, of course, of the right to life.
.
.
.. .
The good Right to Life folks, .as you know, are pushing a constitutional amendment that
would ban not only abortions, but "morning-after pills" and intrauterine devices on the
grounds that these methods do aw~y with ~he egg ~fter it has ~ee~ ferti~:i:ed.
And while a fertilized egg is certainly entitled to Its full constitutional nghts, what about
those little fellows who do the fertilizing? What about, in a word (and I do hope you will
forgive the use of that word in a family newspaper), the sperrnatoza?
.
We members of The Fair Play for Spermatoza Committee would like to point out that
sperrnatoza are magnificently alive, definitely human and, in this country, unquestionably
American.
.
It is true that their numbers are legion, their lives all too brief and their mission virtually
impossible. Yet their dedication, their determination, their indotnitable grit should be held
aloft as true Americanism at its very finest.
Consider, if you will, the apocryphal history of but one of these unborn countrymen of
ours. Let us, for the sake of identification, call him Harold.
For his first 90 days, Harold lies idly about, growing and gathering strength. Then,
looking like a cuddly tadpole, he is deemed mature enough to be ready for The Quest. His
goal: to seek out the egg, who has descended from her ovarian bower and is demurely hiding
in the folds of the fallopian tube, awaiting the swain.
With 80 million or so of his fellows, Harold gamely sets forth on a journey far more
hazardous than faced by the heroes of the Charge of the Light Brigade ..
His little taill1ailing away, he struggles ever onward. One by one, to the left and right of
him, his companions collapse from exhaustion. At last, he and he alone wins through to his
'soulmate. They are joined. And Harold, if the amendment passes, will finally earn his
constitutional rights as an American.
A heartwarming story, you say .. But that's not the way it is.
All too often in these decadent times, no sooner has Harold set forth on The Quest than
he and his companions butt their tiny heads against an impenetrable elastic barrier. They
rebound against it time arid time again until, at last, they expire from sheer frustration.
Or, worse, they find their way clear.With hopes high, they dash forward--and plunge
blindly into a sea of noxious, lethal poisons.
Or, most cruel of all, the Pill or the Rythym Method may be involved. Then it is that
Harold struggles ever onward, overcoming insuperable odds, winning through in the end to
the silken fallopian folds where he believes his beloved awaits-only to find that no one's
home. Is it any wonder he succumbs to a broken heart?
Some masculinists argue that they have the right to do what they wish with their own
spermatoza. "Keep your laws off our bodies," they say.
But surely an end must be put to the vicious practice of spermatocide. If a fertilized egg
can be protected by the constitution, surely these doughty little battlers also deserve the
fruits of American citizenship.
To be sure, even with citizenship, more American lives would still be wasted in every
Quest than were lost in the entire War of 1812. But as the motto of our committee says,
"Give Every Sperrnatoza a Chance!"
I have done my best to enlist the aid of my wife, Glynda, in this crusade. You know what
she says? She says, "Go lay an egg."
(Copyright Chronicle Publishing Co. 1981)
ARTHUR HOPPE,

...
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GLOBAL
AWARD
BEST

(1' for each day
In Feb.)
.Only

NEW

'28C

With any purchase ,01 S2.00
2 convenIent locatIOns to serve you:
1323 Broadway Ave.
•
2870 W. State SL

. . . . . .. . .

•

Bob's. Bicycle Shop

•

• I

f
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_

Valentine's Day Special

6.00

'~.
"

9.15
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MINI WAREHOUSE
24 Hour Manager On DutyMouth to Mouth Plan
R

A

D

I
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KYME Feb. n, lOa.m. - Special
recording of Philharmonic Oct;
concert will be airedpre-empting
the hour of classical music usually
heard at this time.
KFXD is sponsoring a contest, the
winner to receive a trip for two to
the Eric Clapton concert, March
3, in Spokane. Send photos of the
most unusual place you have ever
seen a KFXD mini sticker, to
KFXD, and the most unusual
entry wins. The deadline is Feb.
28.

TELEVISION
"jaws 2", Sun. Feb. 15, 7:30
p.m., ABC- Another shark in
Amity frightens _residents. Chief
Brody once again comes to the
rescue.
"National Geographic. Special Living Treasures
of Japan',"
wea., Feb. 11, 8 p.rn., KAIDNational Geographic takes a look
at the homes and workshops of
nine of Japan's gifted artists and
artisans.
"To be Young, Gifted,
and
Black," Mon., Feb. 16, Bp.m.,

"Tomor-row,"
Mon., Feb. 16,
-11:30 p.m., channel 7,--Tom
Snyder interviews John Anderson, 1980 independent candidate
for President.
'

,..--------------

----------------:

The Idaho Commission on the
Arts will meet on Feb. 17-18, in
the Meeting Room of the Supreme
Court Building. The meeting,
which will begin at 10' a.m. on
Tuesday the 17th, is open to the
public. Information: 334-2219.

KAID-The story of the late
playwright Lorraine Hansberry
and her brief career which was
launched in 1959 with "Raisin in
the Sun." .The story is told in her
own words and interweaves scenes
from her works with episodes in
her life.

Admission is $5. Bill Watrous and
the Great Northwest Big Band will
be featured Friday, Feb. 20, at
8:15 p.m. in the SUB Ballroom.
Tickets are $7, Jazz clinics are
scheduled both days at I:30 p.m.
by the visiting artists. Admission
is $1. Tickets can be purchased at
the BSU Music Department and
the SUB - Information
Booth.
Information:385-3498.

The 1981 BSU.Festival of Jazz
will be held Feb. 19-20. Simon
and Bard will perform Thursday,
Feb. 19, at 4 p.m. in the SPEC
Karen Van Derpool will conCenter. Admission is' $5 for
general admission and $3 for BSU duct a three-day workshop in'
students. Chuck Fendley will join - handmade paper Feb. 13-15 at the
the BSU Jazz
Ensemble
I Boise Gallery of Art. There will be
Thursday, Feb, 19, at 8:15 p.rn. in a lecture from 7 to 9 p.rn. Feb. 13,
the SUB Ballroom. Admission is and the workshops will be held
from 10 a.m.- to _4 p.m. Feb.
$5. The Bob Belden Jazz Quintet
will play Friday, Feb. 20, at 4 14-15. The fee is $40 per student.
Information: 345-8330.
p.m. in the SPEC
Center.

ALL SIZES
l1Cents SQ Fr. AND UP
STORE: HOUSEHOLD
ITEMS, R.V.'S, AUlDS &
BUSINESS ITEMS

Ricks College pianist
Del
Parkinson will perform in a free
solo recital at 8:15 p.rn., Feb. 15,
in the SPEC Center. .Works by
Bach,
Beethoven,
Liszt,
Prokofiev,
Stravinsky,
and
Rachmaninoff will be performed.

375-0843-

"The Pirates of Penzance" will
be staged Feb. 27-23 by the Boise
State University Opera Theatre.
Curtain time fOr both performances is 8: 15 p.m. in the SPEC
Center. Ticket prices are $4 for
general admission and $2 for
students and senior citizens.

LES
VALUABLES I

Auditions for- the Neil Simon
comedy. "California Suite," will
be held at 7:30 p.rn. Feb: 13-14.
and 9 p.m, Feb 16 at the Boise
Little Theatre. The show will open
April 3. Parts are available for six
women and five men.
"Vaudeville Revisited," a Fred
Norman production to benefit the
Morrison Center will be held Feb.
13-15 at 300 Main St. Dinner will
be at 6:30 p.m. and the show
begins at 8 p.m, Tickets are $25
each.

~
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Zales hasso
many ways to say,
/II love you."
P
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T
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"Johnny Lee Hooker," Feb. 22,
at the Euphoria.
c
:'Eric Clapton." March 2, at the.
Coliseum.
"Leon Russell," Feb.26, at the
Paramount.
"Ted Nugent," March 6, at the
Coliseum.
"Flying
Burrito
Brothers,"
March 7, at the Euphoria.
"Molly Hatchet," March 9, at the
Coliseum.
"Ronny Milsap, "March 10, at
the Civic Auditorium.
"Harry Chapin," March - 13, at
the Civic Auditorium.
"Pat Travis," March 19, at the
Coliseum.
"Dancin," (Bob Fosse Broad~~y
musical), Feb. 3-7, at the CiVIC
Auditorium.
---"American Prints and Drawings
I by Contemporaries of. Marsden
IHartley,'" through March 8, at the
! Portland Art.Muse~m.

L A

SPOKANESALT

K E

"Ronny Milsap," March .11, at "Santana,"
Feb. 18, at the Salt
the Opera House.
_
Palace Symphony Hall.
"Eric Clapton, March 3, at the "Kenny Rogers," Feb. 22, at the
Coliseum.
Salt Palace.
"EQlmy Lou Harris," March 8, at -"Styx;" March 8; at the Salt
~?e Opera House.
"
.
_ Palace.
.'
,
Manhatten Transfer,
April I, . "Ballet West," Feb. 11-16; at the
at the Opera House.
'
Capital Theater.
"Doc Severenson with the Spokane Symphony." Feb 21, at the
Opera House.
"Liberaci," Feb 23 & 24, at the
Opera House. .
_
"Dracula," Feb.20-March 14,at
the Civic Theater.

Say it with our
,
[rio of dainty floating heart
pendants. 14 Karat.gold.

$3.99~:
Chain available separately.
Small,$3.99
Medium, $5.99
Large, $12.99
Valentine's

SEA

TTL

Day ~sFeb, 14th

E

"Molly Hatchet," Feb. 10, at the
. Seattle Coliseum.
"Leon Russell," Feb. 27, at the
"Royalwinnepeg
Ballet,: Feb.
Paramount:
11, at the Opera House .:'
"Eric Clapton," March 5, at the
"V1adimel Jan Kochanski' feb.
Paramount.
_
,
14, atthe Opera House. -.
"Cliff Richard," March 3,atthe
"Western
Arts Show
and
Auction," Feb. 17 & 18, at the Paramount.
"Ronny Milsap," March 8, at the
Convention Center.
"Preservation Hall Jazz Band," -Paramount.
"Ted Nugent," March 9.
Feb. IS, at the Opera House.

I
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•
•
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-THE DIAMOND STORE'
_%.ALES
ZAtES CREDIT: INCLUDING "90·DAY PLAN-SAME AS CASH"
MasterCard· VISA ~At1:'ierican,Exp~ls·, Cartt 8W1ncht"·Diners Club
muslroUon •• nlarvd,

'.

'" .. Ricks College pianist, Del
Parkinson will perform in a free
solo recital at 8: IS pm, Sunday,
Feb. IS in the Special Events
Center .....
..... Student Social Workers will
sponsor a bake sale in the lobby of
the Sci-Ed building at 8:30 a.m.
Friday, Feb. 13. Cookies, cakes,
coffee and related yurrimies will
be served, Personalized frosting
available for the romantically
inclined .....

..... words come back to haunt.:~.
From a letter from Bob Purcell (a
prominent Idaho Republican and
former
candidate
for U.S.
Congress) as to why he could
support Jim McClure but not
Steve Symms
in the
1972
elections. (Originally published in
a 1972 issue of The Arbiter, the
former BSU student newspaper.)
"Your (Symms') advocacy of
selling all public lands to private
business I believe impractical and
undesirable. First of all, even the,
big industries and ranchers who

I'

'I

2

9Jfant1J.

wi[lfJ:)

cEtude.nt fJ:)~unt
Cooke':1. 9Jfanh
ca.matiorn.
in. a bud.
918

•

..... There arc still several vacancies for women in BSU residence
halls for the Spring '81 semester.
Interested women should stop by
the Office of Student Residential
Life in Room 110, Administration
Building or call 385-3986. Dorms
offer cheap room and board,
convenience to classes, and a'
chance to meet interesting people.
Real, real, interesting people .....

Seattle's Julie Holland will sing
Mable.
... Gilbert and Sullivan's "The
Pirates of Penzance,"
will be'
staged Feb. 27-28 by the Boise
State University Opera Theatre.
Both performances of the famed
light opera will be held in the
Special Events Center at 8: 15 prn

... Congrats to the Boise State'
Chess team.
Those intellectual
brutes copped second place in the
ACUI Regional Championships
held in Tacoma, Wash. last week.
Team member Richard Burchett
took first place in the individual
chess competition.
This establishes the team as the second best
in the Northwest. And they did it
without a booster association or a
new Chess Pavilion ..

Belden to play BSU

...Jazz Fest. The Boise State
Festival of Jazz will be held Feb.
19-2:0. Featured recording artists
include Simon and Bard (a fusion
group), trumpeter Chuck Findley,
The Bob Belden Jazz Quintet, and
Bill Watrous and The Great
Northwest Big Band. More to
come ....
....... Flash! BSU student Karl
Knapp has been named English
major of the year at Boise State.
Karl will receive a gift subscription to The Bookshop and untold
international fame ....

9fOWE-'t cSf:2E:.ciaf~
g'l£enhouu.

10 %

$4 for the general public, $2 for
students .....

.. ... calling all earthlings, calling
all earthlings. Startleet of Idaho
will hold Star Party 2 from Npon
Feb. 14 to Noon Feb. IS at the
Rodeway Inn. Games, movies,
memorabilia sale and trade, and
refreshments will be provided.
$5.00 per person, $7.50 per
couple, call Paula Sereduk at
343-9918. Nanoo-Nanoo .....

..... Students for a Libertarian
Society will meet at 7,30, Feb. II
in the Teton Room of the SUB.
Featured- speaker will be Dr.
Billings,
a BSU Economics
professor.
You don't have to
come if you don't want to .....

... Monday, February 16 is Presidents Day. There will be no class
on this day in honor of Old
Splinter Mouth and The Rail
Splitter...
'

9'tiday

would be getting it don't want it.
They can't afford to maintain it
properly.
Secondly, this would
put serious curtailment on the
general public's hunting, fishing,
camping and other desirable
outdoor activities."

!Bwadway

He's your High Country connection
Ca't.1

Meet Frank Ross

& 9foweu
(Tau
cad:. & ca.'l.'tfJ
343-6401
f'ie*

RAY's OASIS PRESEN'IS.~.

LIVE ADULT COMEDY

"l'hfO,""'" Jlmdy
.....irn'f;utlf,L

("/Him,.,,,,,.:

i11l1liiruLIUld

"'I1,rir

rI#fJlN'fI./rt',I'f'I",ri"r

...f'UIl

'Wi

III

lUlrt'fUUlJIIM,.

u

IN' ,nut,..I," ·.Hit-htln'S",,,"
/,maliN."

i,"I"'idufj"Jl,

nJwllrd,

Coors does morethan just brew beerfrom the High Country. We listen, too .
On your campus you'll find a Coors Representative. His name is Frank Ross
and h~' s ~er~ to h~lp you in ~ny way he can. Frank can help you plan your
or~anl~tlon. s holldav function. He can explain how your group can earn big
prIZes m various Coors college campaigns. He's the one to see about
Inv?lvement with yourclub's intramural teams -.And he's nota corporation.
H~ s a fellow student.:.someone you can work with. He's Frank Ross, your
High Country connection on campus. Call him at 344-4872 or call George at
Coors 375-6842.

Khomrini

,.,.m,itlllrr;lult,y

/lIr ",,. trflO/,. /II"'i('" .... Uwr/j,. ."mum,

Saturday, February 14th, Showsat: 9,10,ll,12prn

FOREIGN CAR .pARTS
ACUUO/IIII rool

"uot •

,AIITI fOfII •
AUIt1H HlALlY • I ... W .• CAPRI
• DATIUN • RAT. ~.;.
IIfIlClDU.&NZ • MQ • '0Hl
• PINTO • POftICIiI
• TOYOTA.
ntaIW'H • VOlVO
• VOUtIWAOfN

..~

Student

"

Discounts Available

imparts· inc.
~ ,
~~.

111-H51
~~~---:..:......:E::.::::..·

~.---1

~9ors isri'tjust a beer ,-:olJ1pan-y;
irs somt:0~, you can talkfo, '

"
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I
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TIREDOF SEEING
YOUR ,STUDENT
FEESSPENT~~,
IRRATIONALLY?
THEREIS AN
ALTERNATIVE!

CEDARHOUSE PIPES & TABACCO
Fine Cigarettes

.

.

There are several

Cigars by

Sherrrian
Havana
Dunhaill

ASBSU PRES.

Gudang/Clove

Kentucky

Zig Zag papers
Bring in

BUSINESSSENATOR
FOR FREEDOM
.:oCI:IQl:.&~=-E
__

12 Noon.

01'

during the

Cheroots

Colombo

mention

this a~ for 15 % off cigarettes, chew, pipe"
or pipe tabacco.
6:00 pm Mon -Sat
532 Vista Boise 344.7473

Spring Semester, 19810.
Available space is limited to "
double room occupancy int
,the Towers, lfyou want'
reasonable room and
board, and the convenience
to your classes, stop by the
Office of Student
Residential Life, Room
110, Administration
Building, or call 385-3986

IsSSS':;SSS:S:>ssS'!:SSSSSSSSSS':~:SSSSSSSSSSSSSS':~

WASHINGTON DEFeEE IS HERE!!
TIME:

Rag wool
Sweaters
and Gloves

Cross Country
Skiers and
Huntersll
100% wool
pants--$12.88
.;.--

___e

....-

_

The "Work Pant"
byDeeCee

1a'Button
NavyPants-$15.88'

Feverish, farfetched, exhilarating and downrigh
scary. One happily follows this movie to hell
and back." -David Ansen, Newsweek

• "One Wear"
Unjeans

Vie
lbnts

• liJ,

Swiss Army
Knives

N.y:--OAILY NEWS:
powerful, terrifying, suspenseful, mind·blowhi
movie, The result will fry your hair."

• San Juan
Sportswear

DEE CEE OVERALLS
& PAINTER PANTS "

Thurs.-Fri,9:00-6:00
Sun: 12:00-4:00
Sat.-Mon.-Tues.-Wed.
8:30-5:30
t:~,'''''-",,'.-

~

.:".

1tt;-,.1;:;J;JJ.lsol

, -Rex

• "Traffic"
Cords
& Jeans

OSHKOSH B'GOSH)
r .~
.:/1,.'"
uiJw.llJ.dJllJLU.Il..
Fashion Clothing at Prices you Can AFFORD!
\iii(

J: and

\:.i

"',J_

•

"

•

,..:"0

••

xhilaratingly bizarre! Obsessive, exciting, sea
wildly energetic." -Janet Maslin, New York Times

Binoculars

-_"

l.~·."

Reed, New York uaiiy News

N.Y. TIMES:

344-3539
~

his one has everything: sex; violence, comedy
thrllls,tenderness.
Laugh with It, scream at it,
think about it. You may leave the theatre In an
altered state." -RicKard Corliss; Time

NEWSWEEK:

- Seafarer
Navy Pants

30th and Fairview. Boise

Halls

Romeo & Julieta

."'''

Tracy Lefleroff

Residenqe

Bering

Special

for

WOMEN in BSU

Punch

othman's
Turkish

vacancies

Blend

Don Tomas

555

DARREL HAMMON

_--:.Q.:..F

.'

"

One of the vear's:10 best.
-Time

,

,

':.','1'\ ":-';',';~::\'/~

':::
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~Tribute'.isterrific:'
Gene Shalit,

THE TODAY SHOW, NBC-TV

"TRIBUTEmakes movie-going absolutely wonderful:'
Jim Ferguson.

KGUN·TV. TUCSON

'~n absolutely superbfilm:'

'

"TRIBUTE is a rarefilm"
Carol 01l0:n. THE SAN DIEGO UNION

, Ross Crystal. WTTG·TV. WASHINGTON

"... a marvelously
affectlng
comedy-drama .• :'

"Hllariousand
poignant •..a
sweet joy to see."

. Charles Champlin.
LOS ANGELES

GUj' Flail,'!,.

TIMES

COSMOPOI.ITAN

'Jack Lemmon is
nothing short of
magnificent:'

"... a movie to see:'
Lou Robinson.
\l;'MPB·1V, \l;ASHINGTON,

Bob Thomas,
ASSOCIATEO

PRESS

D,C.BAI.TIMORE

JACK LEMMON

LAWRENCE n'RMAN
",,,,,,jOIlN

lJA1'1ll mSTER ,,,.,,. ,JOEL B, MICIlAEI.\ GARTIIII,

MARLEY K1~1cmll.m

xrN'''pln .... BEa.'ARD
r",dllcrdbl

"d

JOHD.

ROBBY BENSON

SLADE Ii,,,",,

"n

GALEGAIl.~ETT "d
1,,-'u~,·I'I"

MICllAEL~Jnd(jARTIIII_

I!:.GJ:~~.~~nd

.t'T."jul"d

unIhf'

DRA8ISSKY

J.~CKml)~IA\

"d

LEE REMICK

DRABJN~KY",~,"m"

, BOi'l'tLARK 1,lm "TIUBlTE"

ICOLLEEN DEWHURSfI

~"~r
hi MORTOS GOTTLIEB

lhrrnn!rn

ht"fUII<t'

BOB CLARK "We Slilllla\'l'

I'r"duct'f'

TItE Tl~RMAfIi·fO~iER t()~IPASllnd RICHARD S. ORiGUr

Tjmt"'~nAI'l\

IlRl U SlSS~IA\ ""'" '" KE~ WANNBERG

_.It.,..

BARRY MANIWW

IM-nlllnnl'UllUU

,..--

M.utaCoIor
.......

.urd.and MU)l(b~BARRY

MANIWW.

~

"' ... l ........
I...

~...,

I'. Prat.f#:

lrMIJ.-

.._' .... '.'MQ ..... _

6.45 ..9.15

MONDAY

.9-11p.m.

TUESDAY

WBSTBRK
'HIGHT

,8~~

"FOur me one partner."

es,

Wear your western gear

.!JI;

WEDNESDAY 7-9 prn

with our burger

1',

i'

)

,.

•

Everybody's 'getting happy
with thes.prices

$1.00

....A~-=L . held in the Teton Room of the
SUB at 3 pm on the following
Tuesdays: Feb. 17 and Feb,
TIns BY the way of the campus
Digest News Service: Syphilis is 24 .... Black History Week at BSU
opens Feb., 1~ with pianists
the third most frequently reported
communicable
disease in the Delphin and Romain performing
United States. In 1979, 24,874 at 8: 15 pm in the Spec
honor
cases of primary and secondary , Center ... ~The national
Phi
Kappa
Phi i~
syphilis were reported, an increase society
initiating new members.
To'
of 14.9 percent over 1978.....
Want to save $25.000 over the nominate someone, guidelines can
next decade? Do without a car. be obtained by visiting or calling
Program
Office,
Repairs,
eats gas, etc., Big the Honors
surprise? -r •• Studies indicate the 385-1122. The deadline is Feb. 18.
most productive period in a
person's
life is in his/her
The Career and Financial Aids
thirties ... .lfyou·re
an average Services office has announced the
American, you eat eight and, following openings for employone-half pounds of salt a year.
ment on campus: typing positions
in the Schools of Health Sciences,
In his economic messageto the Library,- and' Vice-President for
Affairs.
Math and
nation last week, Ronald Reagan Student
English tutors, Home Economics
told the country that it is in "the
worst economic mess since the grader, administrative assistant in
Work,
Physics
and
Great Depression." He said the Social
federal government must make Engineering grader for PH 220,
drastic cuts in its budget.. Same mail carrier, art department help,
old tune he's been singing for and a lifeguard in PE.
montns, out you can't hear the
. Dr. Carl Johnson, director of
Iyrics.... the details of his plan will
County Health
become known when he unveils a the Jefferson
legislative program to Congress
Department in Denver will speak
at BSU en the health hazards of
en Feb. 18.
exposure
to plutonium.
The
lecture and discussion will take
place on Wednesday, Feb. II at
STATE
AND
LOCAL
9:40 am in the Nez Perce Room
of the SUB.

The First Annual Arthritis
Cross-Country Ski-a-Then will be
held Saturday, Feb. 28 from 11
am to 2 pm at the Idaho City
Buena Vista Trail (around the city
airport). The event is sponsored
by the Idaho Chapter, Arthritis
Foundation" the Bootworks, and
the Boise City Recreation Department. Skiers of all ages and
abilities
will be allowed
to
participa..» The trail is 2.5 miles
long. The organizers of the event
say they wish not only to raise
, money for the Arthritis Foundation, but also .t? .make people
aware t~at arth~tls IS the nU~ber
o~e crippler
In the nation;'.
d~sablmg m~re people than he~t
d.lseas~.dlabe~es,
and cystic
fl?r.oSlS combIne~.Nearly
a
million new cases arise each year.
,

30c GLASSES
$1.50 PITCHERS

6-11 p.m.

'NICEBL'" -.
NlbGIIT

\/lie lake

you back 10 lhe
gooddd days .

I

The BSU History Department's
Friday
Film
Festival
will
feature films on Canadian history
provided by the Canadian government. This Friday, its "Dangerous Decades (1818-1846). The
films are shown at 11:35a.m. in
the EMS showroom, room 209 of
the BSU Library. All films are
open free to the public. For more
information, contact Dr. Patricia
Ourada, BSU History professor.
at 385-3266.
Application
forms for BSU
elementary and secondary teaching for the fall semester, 1981, are
now available in the School of
Education Field Services Office,
Ed.306. The deadline is March I.

.

lc

AMP
,---~--------

USing

Th~;L.D.S. Student Assoc. is
forums"
:throughout
the rest of .the
semester. A variety of topics will
be presented, Dr. John Keiter will

:sponsorrng : weekly

First' I)rew @ ,~ithcrny
burger QII ,the menu

try thoir beer

ALL 12oz.IMPORTS

p'm.

giggle hour

THURSDAY

Import Night'

9-11

£!N--'A~_1~'~'-O~_N~

Proposed changes in the Houssystem and Dormitory Fund
rates for 1981-82 have been
announced by the State Board,
Members of the BSU student
body are invited to submit written
testimony or to appear before the
Board to comment
on the
'proposed
changes" at a Board

i:~~i~~'
~1iI'~·~i;a~i:i~::·t'ti~~~x/i:tee
(N~~
will

,~~;%;,:ncgotn.
Life ". All forums are held Friday.
m~rn.mgs at 10:~ am at the LDS
I buildmg.
There IS no admission
.charge, and all BStJ students and
friends are invited to attend.
I

Board
be March S and 6 on
the BSU Campus.

Ov~r 140 .students front Lewis,Clark state', College" arrived in
llQise last, night to speak before
the legislatUre and to,tIold a rally

: BSU English major, runner,
;Rhpdes Scholar and all-round
!Renaissance man Karl Knapp has
been selected as outstanding
at' 2:~ , today' to sh~wth~ir
senior English Major, an award ,Opposttlon to any curtlll!Jnent m
;for which he not only gets' the program
at ~ewlS-aark.
!congratulationsbut,
also a giftStuden~
Body' ~re.s,ulent ,Jerry
certifieate from the Book Shop
, Mersching', of, [;eWls-Clark sllld
"
'" " "
tharover 120 rode down on the
;
,,;'
; . busescbai1ered
by the. student
I .If you neCd help Wlth Financial
body •and that at least .twenty or '
;AidForms,
for the 1981-82.'; thirlfmore
had come dnW1l In
.acad~c
meetings will be "privatCc8rs:'
'
. "

l

~ear"

.

.'''.;.

,,1

I
1

J
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i

.L<jm--abr";a·terd
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.~~~~:r3:~sW~~hs:~n~~~:~
on the funeral industry.
The
American Wayo! Death was seen by
morticians
as. a, bothersome
pest, a
nuisnace, in much the same way as a fly is
when it chooses to, settle on one's prized
piece of fruit.
For those people who
queried themselves in silence, wondering if
this burial business was, as .horific as they
had suspected the book was a long-awaited,
if chilling, confirmation of their worst
fears.
For a larger' section of the American
public, however, the book had a more
important function: it brought to public
consciousness 11subject which had never,
been discussed before, and if it had, only in
the most reverential and hushed of tones,
One must not speak ill of the dead. One
must not speak of them at all. Death is
something that happens to older people,
other people. Never you. Never-me.
It always happens unexpectedly, unplanned for, unprepared for. And like all
things which are unexpected and shocking,
its onset and aftermath leave the survivors
who must continue to live, shaking and
unsure, and once again, unprepared, If the
life that is eulogized at a funeral is a tale,
with is sinuous trails and concluding moral,
so too is the business of death. It has a cast
of characters and unforeseen plot turns. In
Mitford's tale, the men (for these people
are almost always men) wear clearly
defined titles and visibly distinct hats -good guy, bad guy, white hat, black hat.
Itmay have appeared that way in 1963, it
m~y have appeared that way to Mitford,
but it doesn't seem so obvious now; For
death
and its rnoneychangers,
like
everything else in, 1981, are inflated,
distorted, and damn hard to straighten out.
Things are clear, 'then they're not, these
men are crooks, then they're not, we're
victims, then we are the crooks. Black and
white shift around with unpredictable ease
and varying shades of gray become the
most predominant sight. There is enough
,gray blame for all of us.
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HE EVER-RISING COST of
funeral service would appear to
be nothing more than another
,(certainly sacrilegious) indication
of what we know to be happening in the
rest of the economy -- inflation and tight
money -- if it weren't for its particularly
" unsettling human face. Other high-cost
areas of our lives don't cut quite so deeply
as death. Monetary concern and rational
pennypinching are seen as' tawdry and
cheap in that face of human loss. If they
are seea at all. Human bereavrnent and
emotional turmoil are hardly experiences
which lend themselves to fiscal' restraint,
and yet they can clearly be a mortician's
best ally. Stories of high-pressure selling,
the laying-on of guilt and the smothering of
family members in false sentiment' abound;
there are shysters in the profession,
blood merchants' as venal as any in the
world of business. 'But many morticians
are simply businessmen trying to, earn a
living, and if that living is made by selling
caskets and funerals; so be it.
That business necessitates that funeral
directors ,traffic
in grief and human
suffering, calling upon incoherent and
emotionally, distraught people 'to, make
financial decisions. In the suffocating mist
of conflicting emotions -- pain. loss, grief,
guilt; regret --rehitives must decide whether
they wanttheir family members buried.in a
plain, unvarnished pine box ("Cheap, she
probably didn't love him a whole lot") or
an ornate solid oak number with the silk
in-lays and comfy pillow ("Boy, Harry sure
went in style. His old lady went all out"). '
When a death occurs in Ada County,
Mike Johnson is forced to deal with it. In
cases of accidental, unsubstantiated (unwitnessed}or suspicious deaths, hemay, as
County Coroner" order "an autopsy, if he
deems it necessary. Although he is not a
medical . .doctor,he
has. a' staff of.
patholi:lgistswlio'workfor
him, and he has '
personally witnessed somelOQO autopsies.
Death
its, messy business are not
foreign to hjm; they are a natural and

'and

family member embalmed and he was
anyway) and burial on private land.
Gregerson joins Johnson in praising Boise's,
morticians.
. '
"There are no problems to speak of (With
Boise, morticians)
and they 'are very
definitely above-board," he said. If in fact
they are, and most people in Boise believe
they are, it is true in part for two reasons:
regulation and competition. The Federal
Trade Commission
regulations
which
control and monitor the industry nationwide require full disclosure by. funeral
directors about all their available services
and the prices for those services. Before
such restrictions, funeral directors had a
pretty free hand in the way they conducted
their often coercive business.
A member of the state Attorney
General's. office, says that prior to FTC
regulations,
morticians
could display
caskets' and other objects in subliminally
tempting ways. They could display them in
flattering colored lights, lights which can
make a casket appear prettier, larger,' or
more or less expensive than it really, is,
depending on the desired effect. Smaller,
cheaper and less ornate caskets could be
shoved adroitly into a corner, lest, they
draw attention from their more fancy
brothers;
To their credit, the Boise funeral
directors appear to be very open about the
high cost of dying. One in particular admitted funeral costs can be very high but
that any priced funerals and the caskets
which come with them
are, "not
inappropriate.' ,
Tim Alden of Alden-Waggoner's,in
adding up the total cost of a prospective
funeral to a couple, ran off a list of services
and their costs. For a funeral of moderate
size, whatever that is, involving transportation by plane of the corpse, a family
without Veteran's' assistance or Social
Security can expect to pay roughly $2,775;
with VA arid Social Security help,it's
several hundred dollars cheaper. Caskets
can cost- anywhere from $275 to several
thousand dollars.
That figure does not
include the cost of the plot. The price for
digging a hole in the ground at Dry Creek is
around $35, $210 at Cloverdale. A chapel
service would run around $940, while
graveside services would be $825.
It's
cheaper outside, but then nature doesn't
have the overhead costs of carpet-cleaning
and furniture-polishing.
If you want a limosine for the family, it .
will cost $50, and another $50 if you let the
pallbearers forsake the Datsun and have a
limo of their own. Airlines are also getting
into the act. Alden informed the couple
that airfare for hauling dead relatives
! around on United Airlines costs 160perCilnt
:higher than their vregular cargo fares.
IFrontier Airlines is even more reticent to
:become the pallbearer of the sky.
It
charges 300 percent of its normal costs.
For many families, however,' cremation
may prove the easiest way to go. Many
cremations can be handled for under $500.
"Funeral directors are well, aware of their image cnsts.
The overall fmancialtotal
and possible
Television, movies, and literature have con/erred upon them an
combinations of Services throttle the brain.
image as bloodless as their charges."
. Each person interviewed agreed that a
family can spend as much' as it wants, but
that is easily said from a position of great
physical aildemotional
distance, 'far'
more common because it's cheaper,"
cremation. They're (cremations) more and
removed from, the immediate, grief and
Johnson said.
intrinsic, part of his job; they are, in-fact,
"indecision, Dead relatives however, don't
It is Johnson who must perform the
his job.
,
keep forever; decisions must be made
thankless task of standing .on someone's
The county-type funeral he refers to
immediately. Funeral directors know this,
cement stoop in the chilly 3 a.m. air and
could also be known as "Funeral Home of
and some may take advantage of that fact.
inform a sleepy woman that her 18-year-old'
the Month."
In cases where family
, Dr. David Torbet,
head of the'
son and his car have fatally 'wrapped
members cannot be located, or in cases of
Counseling Center with BSU's Psychology
themselves around a tree. His position
transients and indigents, whichever funeral
department
says that guilt ishigWy
uniquely qualifies him to comment on
home in t<!"11 is "on call" that month will
motivating factor for many people when
Boise's state-of-the-art
funeral service.
.pick up the, bcdy and handle .the funeral
deciding how much money to layout when
Boise's funeral industry is above-board and' 'arrangements, It'scheapfJl.l1d
quick. No
laying out Uncle Bill. "If you hated your
quite humane, if expensive, Johnson says.
frills, no thrills. The homes-don't make a
wife or husband and the bastard died on
It doesn't put the guilt-squeeze on familiestl1.!ck-Ioad
ofmoney on these cases."
youand you didn't get it straightened out,
to make asale, "The funeral homes around,
'Apparently; not all Idaho residents are
you think, 'Goddamn, I was never nice to
here are fairly fair priced," he said. "You
thrilled with the quality and fairness.rof"
him in Iife;.:In that sense, the industry
can just have your basics or you can have
some of Idaho's
morticians.
Marvin
preys on that grief,"Torbet
said. lie said
the most exotic' funeral you want; There's
Gregerson;
chi,ef, .ot .' the 'Bureau'
.of
more insurance policies which cover the
never' been any pressure" from funeral
Occupational' Licensing for, the state says
CQst,.of ,..funeral~m!1ke·
families more
director's that I've ever seen in all the years
that several "minor complaints" have been
amenable to spending the full value' of, the
I've beenhere.
,lodgedwith
his office, but .only one
"I think , it 'all just depends on- that .' currently is being deeply investigated; All. policy. If a policy allows $5000'to coyer
individual, if he ,just wants a county-type
the. complaints, he says,emanaie'from,
tile cost of the funeral. Torbetsays the cost
funeral for his relative that he pays fot, of
rmrth Idaho and con~rit the. issue of
of the funeral"will soonbethere;'i
",'
you know,theoasicfuneral.ofjustdirect
emballl1ing (one family didn't wanta
-ContinlllffJd§fll!Jzgz1,}li,
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The BUst/tina HO/ISe
The Morning after Death' .Is so/emnest of industries' :
Enacted upon·Earth--

, .:

The Sweeping up the Heart
And putting Love away
We shall not want to use again
Until Eternity.
-Emily Dickinson

F

UNERAL DIRECTORS
ARE'
well aware of their image crisis.
. Television, movies, and literature
have conferred upon them a
bloodless manner not unlike that of their
charges, pale and 'cadaverous.
When
walking into a funeral home, one expects to
be met with white lab-coated Vincent Price
caricatures, with shallow complexions and
sunken eyes, reeking of formaldehyde.
Modern morticians resemble bankers as
much as anything else. And why shouldn't
they? They are businessmen; business and
death become intertwined and eventually
indistinguishable. Ironically, death's most
simi lilt experience with the "living part of
life is money, business. You pay when you
live, you pay when you die.

I,

A. Dale McMurtrey and Dave Yraguen
of Summers Funeral Home are amiable
businessmen. McMurtrey is a relaxed man
of middle years, Yraguen is a young,
good-looking man of Basque descent. Both
are family men and neither looks like
Vincent Price or John Carradine. Both are
also very defensive about. their work and
the dignity of their industry.
McMurtrey and Yraguen speak of the
"personal satisfaction" they receive from
their work. They agree that "it's not our
business to tell people what to do.
Sometimes people just don't know what to
do (when a death occurs) and it'd our job to
give them suggestions."
Yraguen, and
especially McMurtrey, believe that the
services of a funeral estabiishment like
theirs is invaluable. McMurtrey speaks with
disdain of the "shake and bakes" which
cremate bodies without the ceremonial
fanfare of a funeral. He also. makes
.reference to the "you call, we haul, that's

I

substances strewn around the bed, his body
own personal. and financial experiences.
all"attiJude of some of his counterparts iIi
contorted and dissembled ..Not the man she
People who shoot the whole shot,andhave'
,the industry. Family counseling and help is
wouIdbe difficult
'an ..opellcaskethave
}noreelCPensive
. loved. In suchacase,it
what his home is. aU about, he insists.
:Aside from
regulation, "competition
funerals. But McMurtrey's'c0rmnents,are
. to .: argue; with :ihe human logic of
McMurtrey's belief .. Shouldthatw()man
not without the backing of. scientific
amongst the funeral homes in Boise'
and
children be forced to remember the
research; . .•
."
.:'.
' ..... . '
. accountsfor
much of the "square-deaI"
man they loved as a shreded and broken
Dr. Wylla Barsness
of theBSU
praiScnhedirectQ!s
receive.
Boise is a
cOrJ>se?
Department of Psychology says there is
relatively small city iii comparison to larger
Bad cases make bad law, and most
research literature to support McMurtrey's
metropolitan' areas. The funeral businesses
people .don't suffer such tortured exbelief that body~Viewlng . is- criticat to the
in the area are locally owned and for the
. 'perienceswith death. But it is anambigous
grief process. "I never saw my husbarid:i;
most part, family
operated.
Family
and confusing choiceare given ..' Do we
body when he died. I think I would've
businesses gather a reputation'. through the
placate our immediate grief and desire for
avoided a lot of problems if I had more
years and the desire to maintain that
keeping things as close to the way they were
contact with his body," she said. "Viewing
reputation is an on-going concern for many
in life by either not viewing the" body or by
helps you finalize that death has occured"
funeral directors. The familiarity of Jiving
masking its complexion? Or do we face its
and is irrevocable.
and working in a community breeds a sense
unflattering
reality,
to the. possible
Indeed it is. In order to' make the
of duty and righteousness that directors
detriment of our emotions, inviting a future
experience of viewing the body in the
can't and 'won't shake off. McMurtrey
of nightmares?
'
casket more palatable to grieving family
mentioned several times the proportion of
There is one thing Torbet, Barsness,
members and those unprepared for the
his' business which is return business;. he
McMurtrey, and Johnson all agree on:'
drained appearance of death in its most
said he has buried as many as 10 people
death is a natural, cyclical part of the life
ravaging form, elaborate embalming and
from one family through the years. That is
process and to deny it is to deny everything
cosmetic devices are employed to preserve
the kind of devotion to a director and his
dead tissue. Embalming is, that has gone before, to deny life itself.
home that even the worst: press can't - and "beautify"
Torbet says "Death is the last pornogranot required by state law, and a Boise
damage.
phy," and he is correct. Death now
pathologist says that it is neither permanent
A practicing home in the area which
occupies the hidden, sordid atmosphere
nor necessary for the spread of disease. It
attempted to nail families to the wall with
that sex once did. McMurtrey says people
is, however, necessary for the protection of
exhorbitant prices and insensitive service
avoid pre-planning
their' own . funeral
morticians and their assistants who must
would find his business evaporating before
ceremonies because they confuse planning
come' in contact with potentially diseasehis eyes, according
to McMurtrey.
of death with death itself.
carrying bacteria and gases. Morticians do
Yraguen agrees. The temptation to tack on
There is hope for the dead, arid those
reserve the right. not tohandle dead bodies
a little more money than is necessary is
who must follow tliem. Last Will and
. in anunembalmedstate,
and that process
there, but "it's not worth it," Yraguen
Testaments which make provisions for
is, according to Yraguen, only $50 or $60 of
says. "You wouldn't have any business
left." .
.
,
one's own funeral arrangements,
third
the entire funeral cost.
party family members who can intercede as
The more disturbing aspect of the burial
McMurtrey says there is "one funeral
dispassionately as possible, on behalf of
and funeral process is the bending, sewing,
home in Boise and five others." That sense
grieving families who must make arrangeand painting, the distortion involved in the
of fierce competition
keeps the Boise
ments, and memorial and burial- societies
process of reconstructing and cosmetically
directors on their toes. The prices in town
are the new waves in death. Theyare the
preparing a body for viewing. There is
are comparable, .he says, not due to any
factors
which,
together
with strict
something false, undignified, and violating
price-fixing but to an awareness of what the.
regulation, can keep down the price of
about attempting to mask the face of death
market will bear.
dying and -the potential shady dealings in
in the superficialities oflife, in prolonging
Family members, of course, can choose
this business of death.
.
and suspending the reality that death has
not to partake of the elaborate farewell
The Great Leveler, the Grim Reaper, is
not really occured. "Doesn't he look good?
ceremonies offerred at funeral homes,but
He can't be dead.if he looks that good."
the least discriminating of all nature's
if they do, says McMurtrey, many will pay
McMurtrey and Yraguen don't buy that.
devices.
It makes no distinctions and
a high mental price. "I really believe that if
They see the cosmetic process as a 'humane
permits no free-loaders and hitch-hikers. It
people just. have a 'disposal' kind of
and sensitive way to allow family members
is unavoidable, and that is as it should be,
ceremony, will find they will be suffering
to see their loved ones in a more cairn, less
but it is predictable, and preparing for its
from emotionai and mental probiems down
violent state than when they died.
arrival is not the same thing as greeting it.
the road."
Preparation is merely a courtesy to those
McMurtrey recounts an experience he had
"If you don't have Ii viewing and see the
who must carry on without us; it allows
when a woman's
husband committed
body lying there, you will never fully realize
everyone the opportunity to shake off this
'suicide, and she discdvered his body in bed,
that the person has died," McMurtrey says.
his brain matter and various bodily
Certainly his statements are colored byhis
mortal coil as elegantly as possible.
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GAME ROOM'HELPS PASS TIME
BARBARA JONES
Oh, well, "it's eight o'clock in noise,
Idaho." That's how the song goes.ibut you
know, I never believed that' a rock-n-roll
group like Lynyrd Skynyrd would have ever
come to Boise, and even if they did, no one
could blame them for tearing up a hotel
room or chasing little girls. You have to
admit that if you're looking for fun on a
Friday or Saturday night, Boise falls a little
short. Look at it this way, I'm asked to do
an article on entertainment in Boise, and
what does the editor come up with? The
Game Room here at the University. I'm not
saying that my weekends are the epitome of
fun and adventure, but what's wrong with a
little Ricardo Montalban
and Fantasy
Island, hanging around Albertson's,
or
watching the paint dry on the neighbor's
new porch?
Anyway, I was told to "cover" the
Game Room, interview some people, ask
some profound questions, and write a
bitingly satiric expose about all the moral
degenerates who loaf around there playing
pool, flicking boogers .and smoking
cigarettes. (There's been some suspicion
amongst the college intelligensia that the
Game Room is usurping funds, corrupting
minds, or promoting something illegal.)
After all, -these misguided people could be
at Ray's Oasis, .rubbing shoulders with
Boise State celebrities, drinking expensive
imported beer, and smoking cigarettes.
So, after donning my new Calvin Klein
jeans and a pair of sufficiently scratched
Vuarnets. I walked over to school, with a
few quarters jingling in my pocket. When I
walked in the Game Room, the police were
just leaving.
Hmmmm.
Though fully
expecting a den of pool sharks, pinball
wizards, and vagrants,. r was sorely
disappointed. For instead of a quagmire of
.broken humanity, there was nothing of the
sort. One family, over at the pool tables,
quietly instructed their two children in the
art of high and low English, while
numerous groups of gum chewing high

*.)

ANTHONY BURT (
Directo~ Ken Russell and novelist Paddy
Chayefskyare
a perfect couple. Russell's
·empty-headed visual' pyrotechnics Couple
beautifully with Chayefsky's hocus-pocusbogus tale of a: scientist who, seeking
Eternal Truth 'in, Nothingness (they talk
that wayinthis movie), becomes infatuated
with' Mexican : mushroom juice ,and' hot
baths. In the last two minutes of the movie,
.cthescientist
realizes ,that -Jt)--baths and'
mushrooms' are no answer, and B) Love
Conquers All. Snore.
Altered States. needs altering:'. a) a
straightforward director (Roger Corman?),
and B) astQrystrippedofsap(the
Ilight we
saw the movie, even the semi-stoned Mann
Theater audience hooted at the unbelievable resolution of the film): Only the acting
leads, William Hurt and Blair Brown, are
satisfactory. .
"

'*)

MARIANNE FLAGG (
I would've given this tlick a turkey,
· but ther.e are bits of Altered States which
are so seductive,ly film
..' ed and. edite4, that
h
'.
19'
~t~~t~:~~i1~~~~~~~fds:C::m:~
· often if hew~uld dlizzleand story-telhnore

schoolers played passionately at the pinball
machines. In the corner, the only four BSU
students there played ping-pong.
.
I decided the family would be my first
target and asked them why they were
playing snooker on a Saturday night when
they could all be at the movies watching
"Mountain Family Robinson". The father
replied. "I think this environment hizhlv
conducive to'Iearning, already my children
are discovering the basics of geometry,
improving their eye-hand coordination,
and learning skills w~ich. willhelp them in
later' life. Besides, it's good atmosphere,"
he said, pointing to a sign on the wall which
read, "No Swearing." "Oh." I replied,'
and wishing them the best of luck,
proceded on my way, but not before the
father asked if I would like to playa game
with them; there would be a small wager, he
explained, but then,he wasn't very good
and it was all in good f?n. Unfortunately, I

and philosophize less. The light bombard-I
ment is excessive and the pyscho-babble is
nearly intolerable. This is. a celluloid
Christmas Tree. Unfortunately, there are
no gifts to put under it.
William Hurt and Blnk Brown are rather
flat and uninspiring actors, although Hurt
manages to somehow make his character
.possess a mad (as in crazy) dignity in the
face of all this idiocy.
It is a sad
commentary on Russell's direction, that
despite his attempts at cosmic relevancy,
the only .entertaining and truly gripping
scenes are those in which the whole point is:
A"-itiiirikeeps -geneticiiIly--regres-slng(wlto
·eareswhy).
It could've been a heUofa
horror/adventureshow.·
.
'
..
KARL KNAPP ,'(~;
J
,.'
Rest assured,' folks. 'William Hurt is
not' just any old 'quack in search of the
meaning of life-he is a full professor at the
Harvard Medical School, which, of coUrse,
makes' his seeing eight-eyed goats and the
creation onhe earth legitimate. And ,when
we learn that his wife, who is a cultural
anthropologist at Harvard- (where else?);
believes her husband
is genetically
tegressing, we have no doubts about the
legitimacy of our story. And the sheer
profundity of itaUl "The ultimate truth of
"is that there ,is no.

~~~~'::~~us':

UHOMEGROWN"
COMES OF AGE

had to decline.
The pinball machines seemed to generate
. TOMIRONS
the most interest, and. noticing one
particularly avid player, I waited until he
Appearing last week from Tuesday to
finished. It took quite a while. Ron Archer,
Saturday, at the Sandpiper, was a duo from
13, said that the game room on Saturday
Three Forks, Montana, "Homegrown."
nights was a "ritual.' Most of the $5.00 he
Stephen Farmer and Michael Myers have
spent there weekly' was made from his
been playing acoustic guitars together for
paper route. I asked him if his mother knew
-about four years, culminating in the release
he was there tonight, but he declined to
of Homegrown.
This LP was featured
answer, saying' that he had somewhere
Saturday night on KBSU's Country Jam
important to go.
along with an interview with Farmer and
The BSU game room boasts of one' of the
:Myers.
"Homegrown"
is a two-piece
largest collections of pinball machines in.'
."countrified"
rock duo with the grassBoise. There's the usual fare of "Space
roots sound that' you'd, expect from two
Invader"
games and sci-fi spin-offs,
men born and raised in the mountains of
big-busted-women-in
perpetual
distress
Montana.
games, but the game room also features a
Stephen Farmer, .lead and rhythm
game called "Stratavox"
which emits an
acoustic guitars, and lead and harmony
eerie and intermitent cry of "Help me!
vocals, began his playing career in 1972
Help me!", while anothpr machine nearby
with the country rock band "Whiskey
instructs its players with vocal commands
Jack." Cutting his musical teeth in dubs
of "nice work" or "lucky."
throughout Montana, Idaho, Washington,
The most popular game, according to
Oregon,
Wyoming,
North
Dakota,
Ernie Menchaca, a game room employee, is
Nebraska, and Oklahoma as well as on a
"Missle Command,"
a game which
college concert tour including
stints
requires manual dexterity, concentration,
fronting Elvin Bishop and David Loggins,'
and an LQ. comparable to that of a clothes
Farmer remained with the band until its'
pin. Stephanos, an engineering major"
breakup in 1975.
Kurt Bergeron, of
from Europe, admits to spending ten to
"Whiskey
Jack,"
joined
"Mission
twenty dollars each night he's in the game
Mountain" and, after a short tour as a
room. Because he's not into the bar scene
single, Farmer joined Michael Myers to
and dislikes American movies, he finds
form "Homegrown";
there's not much else to do in Boise.
Michael Myers, rhythm acoustic guitar
On the final end, of the five people who
and lead and harmony vocals, began his
work in the Game Room. none have work
piaying career whiie still in school in his
study; and although the game room is not
hometown of Three Fork. While at college,
directly affiliated with the university, it is
Myers began touring local clubs as a single,
an auxiliary of the Housing department,
playing Bozeman, Big. Sky, Billings, and
funded in part,
with students
fees.
elsewhere and developed a loyal following
According to Greg Hampton, there is.
with his smooth vocal style. It was a phone
absolutely no state support.
'call from Myers' which initiated the
So, the next time 'you're at a loss for
formation of the duo. After one. night of
something to do, the game room might
practice, Farmer and Myers played a
provide the fun you're looking for.As one
concert at Eastern' Montana College and
of the employees stated, "We get a lot of
have never looked back.
strange people in here;" it couldn't be any .
In may o~ 1980, Farmer and Myers
worse than going to TK's to watch the
-Continued to page 16
Budweiser clock spin around for two hours.

,.

R\EVIEW.
Looking over the stack of records. at
my disposal to review this week I have
decided to utilize some of the new music of
the eighties. This weeks offerings are the
WoOdwardlllld Armstrong. The Brethren.!
new Madness release, Absolutely; Visage's
;New York: Avon, 1979;' Available arth '
first release, simply title<Wisage,Tbe
BSU Bookstore. Non-fiction
Hooven' Skin & Blisters, arid finally the
The Brethren is .an •insider's" term' for
first offering from the San Francisco group
those nine black-robed wisetnen who siton
The Units, Digital Stimulation"
the Supreme Court of the United' States •.
Since the music of Madness & TbeThe
-average American is most likely to
Hooven is so similar as to be a bit spooky
have an image of the court as the sober'
I'll touch on them first. MlUlness has had a
.third branch ofl~oveminent; above politics
previous release here in the states that went .' and partisanism, strietlycon~edwithuP.
,over' fBfrly- w~lIaria'lliis latest efforCis: ,holding the -constitution;-The 'courrfstne
destined to become a classic. The first thing
one last. resort to which the citizen can turn
thatcomes to mind when listening to this'
for justice; After reading Tlte'Brethrel},
album is that. it would make a great sound ". an inside look. at the'tOurt written by Scott
track for a circus or a fair. The beat oCthe
Armstrong and lJobWoodward(of
AII-The
music is extremely easy to dance to, orjpst·
President's Men fame), however,onewjll
listen to.\
.' '..
' .
never agmn look at the cOurt in that SlUJle
The sax playing
abilities
of Lee
rosy Ilght~
,
.
'....,Thompson ,_ddto the fun Sound, then you, '
The Brethren shows "thereader.acourt
add the Cockney humor Iyrics,sprlplde'
. that, is totally politicized. from. the· initial
with a hint oCSka and you haveMadness;'
selectionofajustice
bythepresidentto
the
Standout cuts on this record are "Baggy
everyday· decisions' the ,court hands down
Trousers", "Solid (Jom:" ,'~Disappear",
The political inf}ghtingbetween the justices
and "Overdone".
If you are into the new.
repOrted in The Brethren is as bitter as any
music of the ci8hties, then this is definitely ,thatgQeSOn
inthe
halls of congress:
an album for YOUj produetionquaIityis
"justieesPlot:behind.
each. other's backs,
excellent" the music is'. all-around good ' IJlllke deals,' ,and lobby. CjlCh, other in· the
stuff, and thebwnor
is.beyondcompare.·
best smokeJm~.
room tradi,t\oni One
~
•.itsoundlike.Lenjoythi~.Album?
. \\,ould-t~in~thr
.nille i\lS.ti
,resi~~' in
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Well, I guess that's because I doll
,
Another on my personal top selections is
the new Hoovers disc, Skin and Blisters.
This San Francisco Quartet which is
virtually unknown outside of the bay area
blends Ska, Rock and Reggae.into a very
enjoyable mixture. If the vocals sound
British thats because both William Sell and
Paul Whiting come from England, the
other two members Micheal Helmer and
; Norman
Baja hail from
Redding,
California
and Bronx,
New York,
respectively.
Standouts on this platter are "Good
Life", Brighton Run", "Captain scarlet",
and a very interesting version of Sonny
Bono's "I got you Babe". This mayan
album you have to search for as it is on a,
label, IikeTbe Hoovers virtually unknown.
Airstrip Records. Based in San Francisco .
and formed at first just to show caseTbe
Heavers, Airstrip Records now boasts two
groups to it's label. So if you don't mind
doing a little looking for good music this
one is right up your alley, you might even
.want to pick up their single, "I Got You
. Babe" and "Captain Scarlet".
Now on the elektronik music of the
eighties, first off is Visage, (pronounced
Viss-ahge) take Midge Ure and Billy Currie
from Ultravox, add Dave formula, John

McGeoch, Rusty Egan. and Steve Strange
and you have England's foremost dance'
band, and dance music it is. The percussion
beat is so strong that you find ,yourself
drawn into the music despite yourself. One
of the first things that you notice with this
record is that all the songs mix well together
and that the majority of the songs are
segued into tight components that sort of
tell a musical story. Production on this
album is impecable, the synthesizers (yes,
more than one in fact, the only other
instruments on the album are a bass guitar
on three cuts and the ever present drums)
are played with a skill that puts Tomita and
Wendy Carlos to shame.
And for my final offering, The Units, a
band from the Bay area that combines
elektronik music and outrageous lyrics.
With two synthesizers and one drum set this
trio from the Bay area makes some of the
best humor rock I've heard in a long time.
Standouts on this .disc are "Warm
Moving Bodies," "Tight Fit" and "High
Pressure Days."
If you enjoy elektronik
music and have a good sense of humor this
is the album for you. Like The Hoovers
album, The Units are on an unknown label
and may be a bit hard to find. Don't let
this discourage you; it, too, is worth, the
hunt.
DAVID ANDERSON

,
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released their long-awaited first album.
Homegrown.
'Featuring
eight original
songs .. the Homegrown album generated
enthusiasm with new listeners as well as
their faithful followers.
Radio stations
across Montana
immediately
added
Homegrown to their playlists,
'
Homegrown was recorded at' Bitterrootrecording studio,
Missoula,
Montana,
mixed at Kludgit Sound. Cerrillos, New
Mexico, and mastered in Los Angeles.
Kurt Bergeron played steel guitar and Chris
Peoneof "Buffalo Chips" played' drums
for the LP.
Life on the road produces
for
"Homegrown"
a certain amount
of
'creative
expression
that might
not
otherwise be present without the rigors of
touring. The sensitivity that is outstanding
in their music is a direct reflection of the
prolonged absences from their wives.
"Homegrown"
is well known throughout most of the eleven Western states, but
has been t6 Boise only a few times.
"Homegrown"
is climbing the country
charts in various parts of the West with the
single, "Save Me A Stool At The Bar"
doing very well.
The single has been
reported to various media trades such as
Billboard and Gavin.
"Homegrown"
is
slated in Boise again in early March at
Pengilly's on Main.

If you're

really in love ...
nothing's going to stand in your way,.
"One of the best films of the year./I
-Andrew

Sarris, VILLAGE VOICE

"One of the most enjoyable
movies of theyear./I
-Pat

Collins, GOOD MORNING AMERICA

,'Richard Dreyfuss is first rate. Amy
Irving is equally good./I
-Charles

Champlin,

LOS ANGELES TIMES

"An out-and-out crowd pleaser
that should captivate audiences on
a grand scale. In Richard Dreyfuss
and Amy Irving it has the most
appealing of romantic teams ...
the chemistry between them is
exceptional. Lee R,emick is
,
outstanding:'

t,

, -'-Kenneth

Turon, NEW WEST MAGAZINE

"Exciting, authentic, and a great
deal of fun .'.. an honest love
story./I

.. With unfailing panache
and a style that swoops
'from crisply cynical to
downright voluptuous."

-

David Denby. NEW YORK MAGAZINE

"Richard Dreyfuss, Amy Irving and
Lee Remick give wonderful
performances: '
-Joel

Siegel, WABC,TV

COLUMBIA PlaURES Presents
A RASTARjWllUAM SACKHEIMPRODUCTION

'RICHARD DREYFUSS
AMY IRVING LEE REMICK
"THE COMPETITION"

••Discover the writer
women everywhere are'
"
talking about--Janet Dailey."

".

,Now available at
lFiE'~K5TORE
JuuBolie S':.IIe unlYerslty ,-

,

'
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SAM WANAMAKER

OriginolMusicbyLALOSCHIFRJN

EXeC~tiVeprOducerHOWARDPINEI'

"

Screenplay by JOa()lIAN~KY and WllllAMSACKHEIM,' , Story ..,b,YJO.E,L OllAN,,SKY P,roduc,~d 'by WILLIAM SACKHB~

, PG PAROOAL
GIllOAllC£
SUG&ESTIDG • ; OrIginal Sound Track'Album
101! IATI!IALIAJID,,!

IUITAILEFOReHllOAEN

on MeA Records.AridTape~,,

Directed by JOEl OUANSKY From RASTARCOl DOlB'fSTEAEO
' .:
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COming soon to SeledecJthf;!CItres"
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ThePllblicationsAdvisory

Board

will be seeking an-editor for THE UNIVERSITY NEWS'to serve
during the 1981..1982 academic year.

Boise newest rock and roll
club premieres with musicfrom

~D·EAL

Applicants must be full..time Boise State University students with
practical experience in journalism or p-ublishing.

Wednesday thru Saturday
The Music's Hot at

---_.
MED-1980
HOW TO PAY
FOR,
---- ---

Inter~ste.dpersons should'
contact' Dr. James Maguire
. of the Publications Advisory
Board.

-

MEDICAL
SCHOOL

.lATA

(A) Get yourself accepted by ~
an accredited Medical or
Osteopathic school.
(B) Call for an interview.

illiTE:

(C) Make your appointment

to see if you qualify for a
Naval Commission.
(D) After qualifying, go to
Med school with tuition and
fees, books and supplies, plus
a little spending money ($485
per month).

1ItiliC

.

r

'I

(E) For more information,
go to step (B).

LET USPAY
YOURWAYI
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Just 2 blocks from Bronco Stadium

Broadway Ave.
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EFfECTIVE COMMUNICATION·
HAS AlWAYS BEEN IMPORTANT.
.

Man learned at a very early age that good ideas have to be
heard to be effective. So he devised his own method of
getting those ideas across. Today, on the job ... or in
school, communication remains a vital part of our world.
Which is exactly what we'll be talking about in the upcorningissue of "Insider" - the free supplement to your col- ,
lege newspaper from Ford.
We'll tell you how to improve your communication skills
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Call Ray Bailey Collect in Boise
(208) 334-1493.
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... from writing term papers and doing oral presentations,
to communicating with friends, parents and persons of
authority. And whether you're looking for an internship or
a full-time job, we've got loads of info to help you get there.
With tips on how to write a persuasive resume, handle an
interview gracefully, use the telephone effectively, and
much more.
Check out the next issue of "Insider," and while you're look·
ing, be sure to check out Ford's great new lineup for 1981.
Including Escort, the new world car that's built in America
to take on the world.

FORD DIVISION
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HAPLESS CAGERS 'TAKE To .THE' ROAD.
to the boards for. 10 rebounds. ,
"We probably
made '30 mistakes
Dragging their feet after four losses in a' tonight," Coach Connie Thorngren. told
row, the BSUwomen's basketball team will her teamafter the game; "Cut thai to 15
try to salvage some pride this weekend
and we might have won tonight."
...
when they go on the road to play the
Thomgren attributed the loss to three
Brigham Young University Cougars Friday
things.
.
and University of Utah Utes Saturday at
She said, "We didn't deny their cutters
7:30 p.m. both nights:
well enough. They are taller than we are.
, Weekend losses at home to the University
And they got the ball inside when we
of Washington Huskies, 87-73, and Seattle
didn't."
University Lady Chieftains, 76-57, leave
"However, I was' pleased with Nancy
the Broncos with a losing 6-13 overall
Phillips and Karen Scriver tonight for the
record and 1-6 Northwest
Basketball
way they came off the bench," olfhorngreri
teague record as they prepare for a tough
continued. "This was probably Nancy's
road trip.
best defensive game."
BYU, now in second place inthe Western
BSU made a second poor showing
Division of the Intermountain
Athletic
Saturday night against Seattle, as the
Conference, fields a strong team led by
Broncos trailed the Lady Chief tans up and
Jackie McBride, 6' All-American guard,
down the floor throughoutvthe
game,
with 23.4 points per game and a respectable
unable to contain the offense or defense.
7.7 rebounding average. Following 'on
The Lady Chieftains showed an effective
McBride's heels is Jenny Cox, a 5'10"
fast break and full court press, playing with
forward who chips in 15.8 points and 7.8
the "guts" they have taken as their team
reboundsper game.
'
motto.
The Broncos', press, on the other
· The Cougars are currently 13-7 overall
hand, proved to the Lady Chieftains'
and 4-1 in' conference play. Utah may be an
advantage as it gave Seattle time to fast
eventougher BSU foe as their 17-7 record
break
back up the floor.
ranks them first in the IMAC west.
Seattle shot 70 percent from the floor the
The Utes sport two scoring workhorses in
Ellen Perrella and Sandy Kovach, shooting , first half, using their outside shooting
expertise to take a 57-28 halftime lead. BSU
13.1 and 12.8 points per game, respectively.
managed only 31 percent shooting accuracy
Kovach also controls the boards with an 8.2
both halves.
.
game rebound average.
Meier never, got her offensive game
I The Broncos shot 49 percent from the
field Friday night but still were no match moving, as she finished with' a disappointing seven points. Bronco's Carla
for the powerful Huskies.
'
Damiano and Scriver tried to pick up the
Washington controlled the game from
the opening minutes and never let the lead slack with IO and II point efforts,
slip away as their quickness and physical
respectivelyFor the second night Scriver led
play proved twice as fast as the Broncos in
defense, offense and transition on the rebounding stats with 12, Meier tagged
along with 9 and Phillips surprised herself
court.
Coach Sue Kruszewski's strategy of with 8...
Sue Stimac and Sue Turina topped out
"keep passing until somebody, gets to the
basket" never let the Broncos in the game Seattle stats with 20 and 14 points,
either half. Halftime score was 45-31.
respectively. Turina also jumped for a team
Bronco stats were led. by centers Karla high 7 rebounds.
Meier and Karen Scriver with 17 and 16
Thomgren
summed up her, team's
points, respectively. Coming off the bench,
performance in a few words, saying "They
,Scriver also pulled down a team high 11 played with guts. We didn't."
She added, "Our defense was definitely
rebounds.
The Huskies spread their scoring honors
not the same as last night."
pretty evenly as Liz Chicane tossed in 20
Coach Dave Cox said. his Seattle team
points, Karen Murray followed closely with played "a little above average in streaks.
We didn't maintain our mental intensity
18, and Dottie Washington and Carlin
McClary
finished
with 14 and 13, throughout the game."
His only real disappointment was that
respectively. Chicane also muscled her way
DANA MARCELLUS

I.J,

GYMNASTS
MEG FEREDAY

.j
',J

"we didn't keep Phillips off the boards
well. '
. "BSUhas improved since last year," he
added.
..

Karen.Scriver looks for a shot past a swarm of Seattle defenders.

No.1. TENNIS

on the beam and the bars, while pointing
out that.there were only two beam falls in
. After five grinding weeks of on-the-road , the entire meet for the Bronco gymnasts.
competition, it's especially good to be
In the floor exercise Kelly Parker wowed'
home as the number on Division II team in the audience with' a superbly executed
· the nation.
. lay-out full twist trick. Carringer said
In last week's home meet, the Bronco .Parker's 'routine was' not awarded the
gymnasts clinched
their number
one points it merited with an 8.0.
national rating over Seattle University in a
Parker
won second place in the
revenge-is-sweetvictory.
all-around, competition nevertheless, being
"Hey, it's good to be back home again," edged out of first place by' .15pts
by
said BSU Women's gymnastics coach Seattle's Mary Manduchi, who won the
Jackie 'Carringer.
,
all-around with a 33.65.
"We've been on the road for so long,
Cecily Corder placed third in the
since Dec ... it makes' a" difference to be all-around with 32.95.
home for the girls' performances."
Regionally speaking, the Bronco gymDespite disappointing
injuries, and nasts are more than holding their own in
illness, that road trip was worth it as the. Division II; Mary Howard ranks number
· BSU team amassed an average of 131.633 one, Martha Howard third, Kelly Parker
points per match, rating them as the fourth, and Cecily-Corder fifth.
nation's top Division II gymnastics team.
On the national level, Mary Howard
Denver University, 'last year's national ranks number
three in Division
11
runner-up, is currently second place holder competition.
in the .nation with a seasonal average of'
Shalagh Astor.. after being. side-lined
12'9.65.
during most of the season with a broken
intlfe meet against Seattle University, leg, made a stunning comeback on the
the Broncos won, J32.55 to 126.35. "We beam with a 8.45. Teammate Mary Howard
met with Seattle University earlier this topped that score on the beam with a 8.65.
season, while on the road; then, we were "Our beam rutines were just beautiful,"
tired,' some of the girls were sick~BeingCarrfugerreml1rked.
healthy and at. home sure, made the
Next' week, ,the team will hit the road
. difference this time against Seattle," onceagain for a meer.in British Columbia,
Carringer said. ,
,Owing
to a different scoring system,and
'Sparkling performances in that horne not to a higher level of competition, it is
meet.wer~givenbyall.aroundsDeny
"Hard to scoreupthere,"
Carringer said.
Parker,Mary Howard,and CeciIy Corder. "We'lL be trying ,out our new ,tricks" she
Carringer stressed that the meet was won '
eContlnuedto page 21

Thorngren
finished
with one, last
comment, saying, "I didn't feel we were
mentally ready for this game. We just kept
making bad errors."
,.,

EARLYBIRDS

'. Getting both an early season and an early
morning start, the BSU tennis team will
host the University of Portland, Utah
State, and the, Boise All-Stars this Friday
and Saturday in the Midnite Invitational.
at the Boise Racquet and Swim Club.
Action will get under way at IO pm
Friday when BSUplays the University of
Portland and Utah State takes on the Boise
All-Stars. At 12:30 am Boise State plays
the Boise' All-Stars and Utah State plays
Portland.
On Saturday, the action resumes at 10
pm with BSU playing the Boise All-Stars in
doubles competition and Utah State taking
on Portland in doubles play. And at 12:30
am, Portland plays the Boise All-Stars
while the Broncos will play Utah State.
First year Head Coach Bus Connor has
made some major changes in the Bronco
program andthinks that iIle Broncos could
become a contender in the conference if all
goes according to' pl;lI1.
"We have almost tripled our schedule
this year in order to get the kids as much
experience as possible," said Connor. "We
hat! a real good year recruiting, but we will '
be depending on-our freshmen to step in
and fill the gaps."
.
Not only will the Bronco freshmen have
to fill the gaps, but BSU will have to avoid
injuries in order to be competitive."
•
BSU is led by junior Steve Appleton who
has played in the number one position for"
the. Broncos' the past two years and .will
need to continue his dominant playin.that
position. Eddi~, Perkins willaIsoplllY
a
.''''-''',-

'larger part for the Broncos in 1981. Perkins
was ranked number one in the State of
Idaho in the men's division this past
summer and could challenge Appleton for
the first spot. Kris Nord, Chris Langdon
and MikeMachado will also play important
roles for BSU. Nord is the only senior on
the team and will have to avoid injuries in
order to be a consistent contributor for the
Broncos. Langdon was one of the top
players in Idaho in 1980. He had a
successful summer and should be a great
asset to Boise State. Machado played in the
Junior College Nationals last year. He won
one match and lost the other to the eventual
champion.
l:!le Broncos will travel to Provo, UT to
battle Brigham Young' University on Feb.
23 for' their next action, followed by, meets
with Utah State and Utah in March.
.
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'C'HASING
TIlE CAMERAS?
KARL KNAPP
Sports movies have always been a big commodity in Hollywood.
Way back when, there was The Knute Rockne Story, The Lou Gehrig
Story, and Jim Thorpe, All-American". Films have been made about
animals in sport (National Velvet}, automobiles in sport (LeMons),
"and corruption in sport (North Dallas Forty).
.
Films involving sports have for the most part. succeeded at the box
office because they encompass all of the necessary elements that an
audience likes to see. First, there is the star's exciting rise to fame as he
K.O. 's his every opponent on his way to the title. Second, there is his
love affair, which normally is the movie's greatest conflict ("what's \t
going to be," the grief striken lover says, "meor your career?") and
sometimes the star's demise. Finally, there is the star's subsequent
problem with drinking or drugs, which usually destroys him if the
romance hasn't already.
No doubt about it; the degree of pathos in a sports movie will
always be the deciding factor in the film's success. Either the player
gets cancer or the skater goes blind or the skier is paralyzed. The
amount of compassion a sports film can generate is undoubtedly more
important than the star's degree of success in his particular sport, or
. any other element of the film.
.
Afterall, sports movies aren't made about just anyone nowadays.
There has to be a particular twist to the story that provides some sort
of human interest.
.
No one wants to watch some jock simply work out and get all
sweaty -everyday r regardless of whether or not he wins a medal,
because it's not interesting. Similarly, the stone-faced coach who wins
500 games in his career is a rather banal subject for a movie because
watching him win all the time is boring.
Perhaps that is the reason former Arizona State head football coach
Frank Kush allegedly punched ASU punter Kevin Rutledge in the
mouth. Kush would never have a movie made about him unless he did
something spectacular enough to stir up some sort of human interest.
Winning football games was obviously not enough. Being a
legendary football coach (although not of the same proportions as the
Gipper) was also not enough. But punching your own player in the
'mouth and then going to court over it could be.
Woody Hayes screwed up. First, he punched a player from the
opposing team, which will hardly draw him any sympathy. Second, he
did it on national television, so I doubt that anyone would want to
watch the entire dramaall over again on one of those "made for
television" movies. Third, Woddy sounds too much like Rocky, so its
producers might be accused of blatant imitation.
'
But how's this for a story: a beloved coach (and a winning one at
" that) falselyaccused by his own player of assault and battery. It could
- begin in the formulative years of Frank's pious upbringing in a small
Pennsylvania town and follow through his provocative career as a
moral and upstanding football coach at the Tempe, Arizona school. It
would see its crisis in the courtroom, Kush's outstanding career in the
hands of a Jury that feels nothing but sympathy for the player and
contempt for the coach. Not only a compelling sports movie, but an
exciting courtroom drama. •
Because I don't want to ruin another possible "made for television"
movie I won't tell you the conclusion. But boy, what people won't do
to get a movie made about them.
.
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The most improved Bronco
Portland State has had a losing
over
the weekend was 6-6 forward
year so far, but they beat BSU in
Derek Anderson. who scored 14
If the Bronco men's basketball
Portland last December' 71-65.
and 16 points in each game last
squad fails to win its game tonight
Their greatest scoring. strength
weekend. However, BSU's foragainst Portland State, that will
comes from guard Steve Gilliam,
tunes rose and fell with Larry
go vagainst. every evidence of
who puts in 16.8 points a game,
McKinney, senior center, who
improvement the team has given
and Doug Eilerston, who scores
tallied 20 points in. the win over
since its early season confusion.
14.3 points
and snares 8.5
Weber but" only 10 in the loss to
Still, even though Boise State
rebounds a contest.
Idaho
State.
has won three of its last four. Big
Idaho, which got a number 20
Both of this weekend's games
Sky Conference games to bring its _national ranking this w.eek in the
will be broadcast
over KBOI
record up to 5-15, coach Dave - United Press Internattonal. poll
radio. 670 am.
Leach has noted,
"We still
despite a loss to Weber on
haven't been able to play with the
Saturday, sports a 19-3 overall
emotion we want nlghafterter
record and an .8-2 ~onference
night."
skein. The Vandals relied on the
If there ever was aprime game
scoring of {all. gU3!d Kenny
for an emotional letdown, the
Owens and the jumping of 6-6
contest in Bronco Gymtonight at
center Ron Maben to s~cure .a
7:30 pm is it. Sandwiched among
57-45 win over BSU earher this
a road victory over Weber State,
year.
an exhausting loss to Idaho State
However,
Idaho's
starting
last weekend, and a pride-packed
talent also includes forwards Phil
contest at
"nationally-ranked
Hopson and Dan Forge, both of
Idaho this Saturday at 8 p.rn.
whom score over 10 ppg and
MST, the Vikings could nab a win
rebound consistently. Sophomore "
from BSU if the Broncos don't
guard Brian Kellerman. meanguard against it.
while, had lately torn the nets to
"We have to take each game
climb up to a Big Sky fifth-place
one at a time," Leach observed..
16.4 ppg average.

BUD HUMPHREY

MISHAPS HAMPER TRACK
Misfortune struck BSU's track
and field team over the weekend,
with two key injuries and an
overall substandard performance
providing food for thought for
two wee'ks practice.
"
A few athletes went to the
Vandal Indoor Invitational
in
Moscow, 10 while the rest
traveled to Logan, UTto compete
in the Mark Haroldson Indoor
meet. Although a few of the
Broncos were able to better their
personal marks, as .a whole the
Broncos had a poor showing
during the weekend.
"Overall,
I was a little
disappointed
with our performance," said Bronco Head Coach

DAVE DEHAAS

1847 Broadway ~\lite2Da
:144-8:16:1

8-5 Mon-Fri
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Anounces the
OPENING
of his new NewOHice.
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BRONCOS TiESTEDBY
PRIMELETDOWN.TIME

Dr BrlllntT. BrEady
, DENTIST

WHEN's THE LAST TIME
YOU .HAD A 'SAY IN
YOUR ·EDUCATION.?

T 5

NEWS-

Ed Jacoby.
Sean Cafferty, who has been
ailing all season with a hamstring
pull, was leading at the half way
point in the hurdles when he hit a
hurdle and reinjured himself.
Cafferty was forced" out of the
race at that point. And in the
same race, Gary Little, fell at the
end of the event, injuring himself.
Jacoby was happy with the high
jumpers. Both Chris Smith and
Jake Jacoby tied for third place in
the meet. Both jumpers leaped 6-8
3/4.
According to Jacoby the
field in the high jump was "very
strong and competitive."
The mile relay team bettered
their best mark of the season with .

their best mark of the season with
a 3:19.6 clocking over the course.
The old mark was 3:23.5.
Two Broncos, Mike Stiegler
and Randy Heidenreich established personal bests at the Mark
Haroldson
meet in
Logan.
Stiegler was clocked in 6.4
seconds in the 55 yard dash, while
Heidenreich leaped 22-8 in the
long jump competition.
"We had better come together
as a team real soon, if we plan on
being competitive," said Jacoby.
The Broncos will be idle for two
weeks preparing for the- conference championships on~.
27-28 in Pocatello, 10.
.

BUSINESSSENATOR
VOTE for Responsibility
and Experience

JOIN
THE
TEAM
.
_.
We need
Sports
Writers
7
:
The
University
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StiNG BRIi4K

6 days, 5 nights
BSU STUDENTS
(sunday, March 22 through Friday,March27)
80.00 per person includes transportation AN D motel lodging

I

I

LAKE

SAN FRANCISCO

"

FREEDOM
OF CHOICE

+
+

tour Alcatraz Island
see China Town
Wharf
tour the Wine Museum of SF
tour Muir Woods (Redwood Grove)
see Lombard Street
.
see the Golden Gate Bridge
stroll through Golden Gate Park
spend 3 days & 3 nights

+ see Fisherman's

+
+
+
+
+
+

Isn't it <:lbout time?
DARREL HAMMON

REGISTER

TAHOE

+
+
+
+
+
+

motel within walking distance of casinos
see the beautiful scenery
participate In the great night life
stop In Reno
'
slop In Carson City
play In the snow
+ stroll along the bank of theLake
+ spend two nights

IMMEDIATEL

VI

Space Is limited to 24, $40,()() NON-refundable

LEFTEROFF
~

BUSINESS SENATOR

__

__

_

_ ..-

Sponsored by:

Student Activities
2nd Floor, student
385-1223

•
Union

deposit required,

_.
A.raremoment·toyourself
calls/or the .specialjlavorojSuisse

•

i

_

Mocha.'

'Bestsellers

~-----••Forsyth has surpassed
himself ... his best novel yet,
,but hopefully not his last,
for he is superb ." ·

;
Try the inviting flavor of chocolatey
Suisse Mocha, or maybe Cafe Vienna with its
enticing touch of cinnamon.
.
"'The most bizarre
I

i

..1

"

Nowapailable at
1FIE'BOOKSI'ORE
lib 1IoIse'~
, "-".

UnIvenIIv

~

i
Building

Q

'true-crime narrative since
the Mansone story Helter
Skelter ... grotesque,
haWing and bYJ>DOtiC.'
,

v

First Come, first served.

for YOUR ASBSU PRES
TRACY

AND SPOUSESONL

International Coffees. Chocolatey Suisse 'Mocha.
Smooth Cafe Francais. Cinnamony Cafe Vienna.
Enticing Orange Cappuccino. Orperhaps the
minty, chocolatey.flavor of Irish Mocha Mint
. Now is the time for General Foods International Coffees. Their'flavors are made for quiet
moments like these.'
.

, Finally you can close the door, take off your
shoes and.iust.rake iteasy.
....
. . Mte( a long day; you want to treat yourself to
something soothing and relaxing, . '. .
.',.Like one of the warm flavorsof General F(){)(is@ C~lebrate the moments of yourlife~

~

!
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FLO

GIVES
WRESTLERS
HEADACHES
DON RETHWISCH
Traveling with only four of your ten
starters due to illness is a difficult task, yet
wrestling mentor Mike Young had to
handle this predicament as the team
dropped three Big Sky matches over the
week.
'
.Brigharn Youngcame
to town last
Wednesday and easily dropped the Broncos
32-9. Young described BYU as "an
exceptionally good team," after the only
two Broncos to pick up victories were
James Williams, 134 lb. and Bill Braseth,
who pinned his 177 lb. opponent.
Boise State was hurt by inexperience on
its trip to Montana State, as six BSU
wrestlers were unable to make the trip
. because of illness. The Bobcats won .the
dual 24-20.
"The meet could have gone either way.-I
was expecting to. win the 126 lb. match, but I
, Swimmers in the first annual Intramural Swim Meet fly from the
it was close to the end," reflected Young.
The Broncos' dual record slipped to 3-6
with weekend losses, to Weber State 36-12,
and Northern Arizona 26-21, both in
Ogden, Utah.
'
tional meeting for a team swim club.
Carl Knaebel and Becky Vaughn ~ere the
With the week off, the Broncos have a
Those interested in helping form the
big winners in the IntramuralSwim Meet,
chance to recuperate before facing Idaho
team or in competing, eventually against
held Jan. 31. Vaughn took first place in the
State next Wednesday. TheBengals have a
other college swim teams,are
invited to
strong team with 142 lb. werestler Robert
women's 50-yd freestyle, 50-yd butterfly,
contact
the
Intramurals
Office
(385-1131)
Wellander boasting an 11-4 record with
50-yd breaststroke and loo-yd freestyle
4 pins.
or Jean Boyles,
Aquatics
Director
events, while' Knaebel copped the men's
• Boise State will return home a week from
(38~-1470). There will be a second
SO-yd freestyle, butterfly, breaststroke and
Friday to face Weber State in the BSU gym.
backstroke races.
.
organizational meeting Thursday, Feb. 18
Washington State will face the Broncos
at 3:30 p.m, in the swimming pool office,
competitive swimming may be in the
Feb. 24. Both meets will be at 7:30 pm,
auxiliary-gym.
offing for the first time in years at Boise
wttile we're still onswimrning, take note
State, as students have held an organiza-

S:PORT S'HORTS

Ctl\NADIAN' P:Ro:T'EAM
"PROTECTS,?' B--EATON
Shawn Beaton, twice All-Big Sky first
team atoffensive guard, may be the next in
a long line of Boise State football players to
break into the ranks of Canadian football
pros.
The Calgary Stampeders have named the
6-O,24o-pound
Beaton and one other
native Calgarian, Scott MacArthur, as the
club's 1981 Territorial protections.
According,
to BSU Acting Sports
Information Director Dave Mendiola, the

Territorial Protection means the pro club
has the sole right to draft those two players
in the early going of the Canadian Football
League college draft.
Beaton started his Boise State career in
1976 as a fullback, and started several
'games at that spot. Aftera tour of duty as
a defensive lineman; he was switched to the
offensive unit in 1978, and remained there
to key the quick side of Boise State's'line.

start~rs.' ~locks.

that The News wishes to clear up a few mis- '
takes earlier printed about swimming pool
policies. Hours for public use are as
follows: Monday, Wednesday, and Friday,
6-9 p.m.; Tuesday and Thursday, 5-7 p.m.;
Saturday and Sunday, 1-5 p.m, Students,
faculty, staff and alumni (with valid
Alumni Association pass) of BSU may use
the pool during these hours, and bring one
adult guest each. On Wednesday, Saturday
and Sunday, they may bring their families,
including .children. ,
."

G\YMNASTICS
«Continued from page 18
added.
"Kelly Parker will have her handspring
front vault trick, and Cecily Corder will
perform her front aerial on the beam."
The gymnasts'
maintenance
of the
nation's number one division II ranking is
not a certainty, said Carringer, reflecting
on the toll flu took on the team earlier this
season.
"You 'have get-to stay healthy and you
have got to hit. Now that we're number on
in the nation, everyone in the region is out
to get us. We just have to peak at the right
time," she said.

Need some extra moneyforcollege? You canearn up to $6,000 while
you'rein.school, serving part-timewith the Army Reserve.Unlikemany .part-timejobs, ours fits into your schedule. All it takes is.a weekenda month
during the school year.the rest of your training is inthesummer-sseven
weeks one summer, at least eight weeks the-next, plus. two weeksannual
training. Interested? Stop by .today,
..

I
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,P~inceton, NJ' (CPS)-- God has
applied toPrinceton,
, Hoping to be accepted to the
Class of 1985, God wrote a
"personil1statement"
sent in
December. to the Princeton
Admissions Office that He would
like to "experience first-hand
what collegelife is presently like."
He added that. it did not. seem
right that He listen in on courses
when he has nat been admitted.
The application was brought to
the attention
of
James
Wickenden, director of admissions, who reported to, the
Princeton Weekly Bulletin that
the candidate entered his name
only as "God." In describing
Himself, God checked both male
and female for gender and
checked' all possible ethnic origins, in addition to writing "You
name it!" next to the ethnic origin
response marked "other."
Wickenden said he was not
surprised at the applicant's test
scores, which included perfect
800son both the math and verbal
portions of the SAT. However He
hadn't fared quite as well on the
College Entrance Examination
Board's achievement tests. An
error on the relativity question 011
the physics achievement test I
dropped the score to only 760. On
the application, though, God
resolutely maintained "Einstein is
wrong," perhaps proving that to
err is divine.
In biology. He scored, 770
because His answers on the
evolution question were also
marked as incorrect.
In the essay portion of the
application, God wrote His
academic and intellectual interests
included "discreetly
helping
people and listening to:prayers.
. "I take advantage of dreams
and apparent accidents, or mistakes (the realization of the
structure of benzene and the
discovery of penicillin are good
examplesof each) and get to be of
service to mankind," he elaborated.
Also included in his "Nonacademic activities" were "arranging the weather," which takes
up 168 hours each week, as does
"listening to prayers." Additionally, God reported spending
14 hours per week"turning day
into night" and another 14
"turning night into day."
Although a federal privacy
statute dictates' that Wickenden
cannot release any information
contained in admissions applications, he told the Weekly Bulletin;
he thought it appropriate in. this'
case to "be responsive to a higher
law." He acknowledged that this,'
application was "the first of its
kind" that he had seen.
"A couple of fictitious applications have been submitted over,
the years he said, "but those were
of a different nature because they'
involved human applicants."
The admissions office has no
idea where the application came
from but said that the- question
'received' much speculation from
students. The director has not
received any applications hi.
volving fictitious .persons •since
that time, and does not expect
that this incident will trigger any
other practical jokes.
, "EveryonereglUded it for what,
it was: aclever.ruse," he said. "I
hope it made people laugh.'.'
III releasing the information
about ,the candidate.' Wlckenden
noted that a, seperate application
bad been included in the envelope.
. EvenOod. it seems,'cannot escape ,
certain ,human •.Conditions.' He,
I,applied for fiJIAilCiaI aid .. '
"
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A POUNP OR TWO

t

COULD.
STAND TO LOSE

WM6REARE

,LASSIFIEDS
GEM STATE SINGLES
Would you like to meet
people? Don't be shy. All
single women and men
lonely as you. PLEASE
375-7432 or 375-5306.

REAL
ages of
are as
CALL

LIVE WIRFS
C'mon Babies-Let's dance! get
abuzz on with Billie Beel First
time in Boise! Soon!

OVERSEAS JOBS
Summer/year'
round. Europe,
S.Amer., Australia,
Asia. All
fields. $500-$1200 monthly. Sightseeing. Free info. Write IJC Box
52--101 Corona Del Mar, CA
92625

WANTED
.
Coed Roomate for Large House.
.$115, share Utilities. Phone after
1:00, 345-6839;

STEREO
New Bic three way speakers $450.
retail, must sacrifice $200.

WANTED
Reserved parking wanted in LA or
AD lots. Willing to buy your
space call Mike or Scoot
343-9003.

HOUSING
House for rent furnished two
blocks from SUB living room
fireplace 5/bedrms
fam/room
two kitchens, water, trash paid,
$450 per/mo plus 'deposit 3424754 or 375-4032.

FOR SALE
Yamaha Paramonts 195CM Salomon 626 Bindings Poles included
skied for one season asking
$215.00 Lange Boots size IOVz in
mint Condo $115.00 call eves.
343-9603--Scott.

FOR SALE
Stereo components
for
ADS-71O speakers, Denon
Turntable DF-1200. Call
343-9603 or leave message
HELP WANTED:
Person to care for small dogs and ' 5407.
puppies on occasional weedends,
references ·.required.
'$25/weekend. Live-in. 362..()469 eves.
LDS
WANTED
Roomate to share expenses, male
or female able to get along with
small child and a cat, 1301·
Michigan off University. Come by ,
anytime between 3:00 and 5:00
p.rn, during the week and anytime
on weekend;

,

~,sale:
,D.D.
Mike
336-

IS YOUR SALVATION !\iUTOMATlC? Call 376-5885, 24-hour
recording.

BEE STINGS
:
'Billie Beel Roy Orblson Says: If
they don't play it"You don't need
itl Rock'n Roll with a' sting!
Soonl
'

STiRITUAL ADVICE
. Bee Here Now! Yogis Do it! Billie
Bee Does it! Soon you can do it!
SuD. Valley Ski Resort. Maids
needed immediately. Low cost
housing for the season. Call
Mountain R~rts,
726-9344.
TYPING
For those' that need a paper,
thesis, etc. typed with exceptional
quality-get
in' touch with my
Roommate,
.Ann;
QUICK'
SILVER TYPING, 343-8481. Ask
for student discount. Regards,

Dave.

"

FOUND
Books: Understanding
Human
Behavior ,Political
Ideologies,
Critical Issues in' Higher Educa-

are available to the public ~ch Wednesday for Pri,ntingeverything'f!Om
G. 'nuyourc1assJfieds
sassy personnels to blurbs about selling your Aunt Martha s trombone.

Costs orlly5 cents a word in advance, like the I.R.S., to get your scintillating wit into
dazzling black and white. "
.
just jog on down to the BSU SUB Information Center before Friday at five and you can
buy your place in print. If you're a little flabby just use this handy coupon, but please don't
forget the coinage.
.
.
Name;

1i;:.:.::=:.............-.: ........----:.--~--------------1he
.. A:,::d=dr:,:e::ss:::,;.Phone:
.~=::.:,;...--------------------_f_0ise,

.,...-

- Mail To:
University News
..,.,.....,.._Classifieds·
1910 University Drive
Idaho 83725

tion, Good times Song Book,
Readers Digest, Macro economics
Principles of Micro economics,
Applied Finite.Math, They Lived
Like -This in Peru, 4 English
Paperbacks.
Clothing:
Gray mittens, blue gloves, I
brown hat, I green hat, 1 white
hat, pink pants, 1 lady's shirt, 1
blue vest, I yellow vest,' I sweat
jacket, I white hat, 1 brown scarf,
1 man's blue sweater .

EERSONALS
R.E.S.. Happy Lover's
Thanks for all
happiness you've
paslyear.
Lots

Day, Valentinethe' love, and
given me in the
of Luy-L.L.W.

MVTD..,.Happy Valentine's Day.
I Love You Very Much.-YADB
To Eddie Rubold, Love wishes to
my babe. Save the big Hershey for
us. All my love. Charlotte.
Sting-Lee:
(bar).L.J.

Enchiladas
"

L.H. You're
you;'M;B.

Foreverl

perfect and I love

Mark
and
Russell--You're
wonderful people, thanks a lot,
and Happy Valentine's Day. --S~
D~.Roses
are red violets Me
blue, you love me and I love you
tool ....TM

Going to Wichita by bus can be
pretty boring-after a While even
counting the
dead 'animals
smashed on' the pavement wears .
on the creative mind, Thus yours
truly, Ace Tyrannosaurus, debussed ata forgotten depot on the
Greyhound .route
between
Yellowpine and Wichita (it was
either Denver, Colorado or.,
Miami, Ohio) in search of some
literature to keep 'my active mind
. occupied. Looking over the well
stocked newsstand
I selected
some of my favorite publications:
True Enema, Split Altimeter (a
speciality mag for flyers), and The
Lizzard Lady Review. I had just
payed for my reading material
and stepped out of the building
when a familiar, yet pitiful, sight
struck my eyes. There, heaving
into the gutter, was a wreck of a
man; his clothes befouled with
dirt and vomit,his hair unwashed
and uncombed, his body covered
with filth; the reek of cheap booze
emanating from him like a dense
fog. I knew that this wretch could
only be one thing: a vacationing
airline pilot.
Investigating more' closely I
realized that it was an old friend
of mine, the infamous Captain
Wronk\Yay LaFeete. "Wrongway
flies the, Concorde between New
York and Paris for Air France.
Wrongway makes $100,000 dollars a year for flying roughly eight
hours a month-cnot :a bad job
even if driving the Concorde is to
real flying what playing with
yourself is to B wesson party with
So Derek. I had an hour to kill
before the bus left so 1 took
"Wrongway into the lavatory to,
get hint cleaned and sobered up.
At first he kept hollering about
going in low and waking up in
'Manhattan. Wrongway sobered
up fast, a necessary skill for
airline pilots, and wanted to know
what I was doing on the road. I
told him my story and he insisted
that he was going' to accompany
me on my trek to findMr; Kiwi.
"But first, ". said Wrongway
"there is someone' you must'
meet." And you dear reader must
come to The NeWsoffice and sing
ina loud voice the "Giligan's
·Island" song if you wanta free
ticket to ThePasseilger.and The
Conversation,
week'sSPB
movies. No, Tom Morgan; I will
. not "put your 'name in the
Declassifieds. and that's final.
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· One hour ol comedy

m.

with ricst W.-Oa¥ld

SUNDAY CONCERT HAll
Feb. 15.

'rascne
Mar:'

HorOOSloin"Conducior,

Mulncr:
Lorin

Mar. 8 ..

Syn1phony

NO.4

london

Symphony
(tho "Heavenly

orcnestract

the

Mass

Berlin

Lite"

Mar. 31

symphony)

. . Stravinsky:

Mar. 22 ..

. ,Mahler:

Robert

10:00

Rudolf

29

Mar.

Raymond
10:00

a.m.

\'

Yeugnl
Feb. 22 ..•...

1

Mar.

London

Symphony

No.5

Symphony

No.2

Suetlonov/Conductor,

Auber:

Concerto

Jascha

Silberstein

Mozal1:

Concerto

Mar.8

Weber:

Sonata

Andre

Mar. 1 .

8.

Orchestra

In "F Minor"

. Bernstein:

Ovorturolo
Rhapsody

news magazine
policy.

Hosted

Styx.,

Average

.. , ....••••.•

Sorne

carlotta

... , .Paradlse Theatre

Jamaica,

Mar.ll

Hawaii.

lhe Bahamas

carlotta

10:3Op,m.

brings

5:15p,m.

to the environment

to

P. Morgan.

at

An hour

In brInging

you mu:;.lc from

and morel

the islands:.

hours

01 everything

.

from

.• and the best In traditional

and a hairs

worth

01 music

delta

dedicated

to the

7:20p.m.

a

blues,

featured

at the Idaho

Stale'

Join

the KBSU

8:00 ••

m.

stall

with

the best ot what

the musIc

world

has to oUer,

'rom

m.

B:OO ••
ask tor?
AFTER WORK SPECIAL
In keeping wllh our. OOmmllmenl 10 Ihe IInest educalional/ publ'"
affalra
·KBSU presenl. an album In lis enl~c1y tor yourcnJoymant. Check It ouli
• programming,
KBSU effcnl Ihe National Public Radio (NPR) oerlos "New
Feb,16
.,. TheWho
,
,., .. ",.
.
,
,.,. "Whe Are You Dlmen.lons" on Sundays all p,m, Anolhar new fealure will be a joint produellen ef
Feb. 23 . . . . Ramsay lawl •.....
, ,. ,. ,,,,.,.,.,,
, , . , . " •. " " .. ,.legacy
"The Outiook-National
end Internatlenal 8:onamlc Polk:y" between BoIII8 Slate
Mar. 2
Slc,i.Wonder
"Mu.lcoIMyMlnd
Unlver.lty Dcp..-lmant ef Eoonomlcs and KBSU. Thl. series will begin airing on

m.

KBSU'S REGULAR PROGRAMMING

a

enlalls

seleclive

mix of rock.

country,

new wave

Mar.9.
." Tanya Tucker
,.,
""
"
Mar. 23 .. " "Jim Kowskln "'".'''.''''.'.'''''
Mar, 30 •. , . , ,Counl Basla
,.,
"
" .. ,
ROCKOLOGY
Your host Kareo Wallers
provides
an In-depth look
world of rock, Plu. an album'aatura al9:oo p,m,
NEYf WAVE A.QQ.GO

8:00p.m.

10:oop.m,

This

program

ska and

Introduces

agrcsslve

you

dance

to the bast

and

Jazz,

What

more

could

m.

8:00a.m.

and newest

Into

of the new wave,

6:oop,m.

music.

Worth

staying

2Lm.-

up ror •.

' •• m.

morning speclall
5aUilfasctlon
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